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Abstract 

Problem: Family-owned and –managed businesses constitute the majority of organizations 
worldwide. Yet, although, because of their  special enmeshment of family and business 
spheres, conflicts constitute a central threat to those types of organizations, not much has 
been done to study this phenomenon specifically in a family business context. Minding the 
actuality that especially the family related factors that contribute to the occurrence of role 
and relationship conflicts within family firms remain understudied, this thesis will take an 
emotional ownership perspective to examine the phenomenon from a different angle. 

Purpose: To advance the general understanding of role and relationship conflicts within a 
family business setting, the purpose of this thesis is to determine the role emotional ownership plays 
in regard to role and relationship conflicts within family firms.  

Method: This qualitative study utilizes a case study strategy including a total of six case 
companies and eight research respondents. Data is thereby collected from semi-structured 
interviews and documentary secondary data. The analysis of the empirical findings is con-
ducted following a two-step process. First, the empirical findings of the distinct case com-
panies are cross-analyzed. Then the emerging patterns are formulated into a general model. 

Conclusions: Family owners’/employees’ feelings of emotional ownership towards the 
firm do influence the occurrence/intensity of role and subsequent relationship conflicts 
within family firms. The exact nature and impact of this influence will however depend on 
a number of factors. Those factors include (i) the existence of rules and regulations to gov-
ern the separation of family- and work related roles within the family and the firm, (ii) 
family-related factors, like the existence of a “peacemaker” and/or “decider”, strong family 
cohesion and/or trust among the family and its members, as well as (iii) cultural factors 
such as “respect for the elders”. 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis examines role and relationship conflicts within family businesses from an emotional ownership 
perspective. To do so this chapter introduces the subject matter by familiarizing the reader with the distinct 
conflict types existing in a family business setting. Besides, it outlines the conception of emotional ownership 
and discusses the problem statement as well as the purpose this study seeks to fulfil. Since emotional owner-
ship is a relatively novel notion, relating it to role and relationship conflicts, will further contribute to the 
empirical grounding and thus the validation of the concept. Moreover, since adding this perspective to the 
study of role and relationship conflicts within family businesses allows for an investigation of the pivotal fam-
ily firm dynamics underlying the formation of the phenomenon, it deepens general understanding of the occur-
rence and thus complements the still limited literature on conflict research within the family firm setting. 

1.1 Background 

Although conflicts are not particular to family businesses, they still constitute a central 
threat to them. According to researchers like Lee and Rogoff (1996) this is because family 
businesses have a much greater conflict potential than otherwise governed organizations as 
they tend to intertwine the family and business spheres. Because of the presence of familial 
relations in the business, conflicts are moreover much more likely to escalate and/or shift 
to the personal level (Frank et al., 2011). According to Kellermanns and Eddleston (2004) 
this can be accounted for by specific psycho-dynamic effects other companies do not expe-
rience, like for instance sibling’s rivalry, marital discord or identity and role conflicts.  

When talking about conflicts in the field of family business research, literature commonly 
differentiates between three distinct conflict types. Those are task, process and relationship 
conflict. Frank et al., (2011) refer to the first two types of conflict as cognitive and the last 
one as emotional conflict. Task conflict generally results from discussions of opposing ide-
as regarding which tasks and strategies an organisation should pursue. An example for this 
might for instance be a disagreement regarding the question of which market to enter or 
where to sell which product. Similarly process conflict relates to the discussion of how work 
should be accomplished and how employees should be utilized (Kellermanns & Eddleston, 2007, p. 
1050). This might include debates about which manager to put in charge of a certain pro-
ject or how to plan and execute a distinct assignment. According to Kellermanns and Ed-
dleston (2004) task and process conflicts can actually be advantageous for the family busi-
ness. Since task and process conflicts centre around work issues they often lead to a discus-
sion of business alternatives. As such they can lead to the detection of new ideas as well as 
process improvements that might ultimately translate into enhanced organizational perfor-
mance (Kellermanns & Eddleston, 2004; 2007; Tjosvold 1991).  
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Contrary to task and process conflict, relationship conflict is not directly linked to business 
activities and typically involves negative emotions (Eddleston & Kellermanns, 2007). Be-
sides, relationship conflict is also connected to affective components like displeasure, frus-
tration and irritation which make the completion of organisational tasks even more difficult 
(Jehn, 1997; Jehn and Mannix, 2001). Due to the involvement of these negative emotions 
and affective elements, relationship conflict is a rather dysfunctional type of disagreement 
as it generates animosity, distrust and rivalry among family members (Eddleston & Keller-
manns, 2007). Moreover, it can also decrease goodwill and mutual understanding (Deutsch, 
1969), which heightens conflict potential and potentially intensifies already existing ones. 
Studies by Kellermanns & Eddleston (2004; 2007) for instance find that long-term implica-
tions of relationship conflict have the potential to hamper family cohesion and jeopardize 
family firm performance.  

Given the special enmeshment of the family and business field existing in family firms 
(Hall, 2012; Lee & Rogoff, 1996), it is necessary to add another type of conflict to the list 
of disagreements that warrant attention when talking about family firms, namely role con-
flict (Beehr, Drexler and Faulkner, 1997; Hall, 2012). Role conflict is commonly defined as 
the degree of incongruity or incompatibility of expectations associated with the role (Croci, Doukas & 
Gonenc, 2011, p. 474). According to Beehr et al. (1997) role conflict appears when at least 
one role-expectancy is conflicting with another. A mother working in a family business to-
gether with her son might for example experience role conflict in a situation where her 
son’s actions demand her, in her role as business professional, to reprimand and possibly 
fire him, whereas her role expectations as a loving mother demand her to protect him and 
thus overlook his actions. Working in their business, family members are confronted with a 
multitude of distinct roles and activities that stem from their professional-business role on 
the one hand and their private family-role on the other (Hall, 2012). Since fulfilling the re-
quirements of one role might undercut the second, tensions are likely to occur, making 
family businesses especially prone to the emergence of role conflicts (Memili et al., 2013). 
Role conflicts are thereby closely related to the conception of social identity. This is be-
cause people tend to define themselves according to the roles they occupy (Hall, 2012). 

Since people that identify themselves with their role may develop feelings of possessiveness 
towards them, role conflict also touches upon the notion of psychological ownership (see 
e.g. Vandewalle et al., 1995). As psychological ownership includes strong emotional and 
behavioural implications for those who experience it (Pierce et al., 2001), it is reasonable to 
conclude that individuals who develop psychological ownership of their designated role(s), 
but experience incongruities between or violations of them will have a strong emotional re-
action until congruity is restored. As such it is likely that some disruption in the harmony among 
family members might occur in the face of role conflicts (Beehr et al., 1997, p. 298). Or, to state it dif-
ferently, it is likely that (identity-based) role conflicts might lead to the development of rela-
tionship conflicts. Indeed Harvey and Evans (1994, p. 345) point to the co-mingling of family 
and business roles as one major source of relationship conflict. 
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1.2 Problem statement 

As one can see from the previous discussion, the special enmeshment of family- and busi-
ness- systems found within family firms makes them especially prone to role and relation-
ship conflicts (Beehr et al., 1997; Kellermanns & Eddleston, 2004; 2007; Memili et al., 
2013). Since role conflicts are connected to strong emotional reactions and can thus lead to 
the development of further relationship conflicts that according to Kellermanns & Eddle-
ston (2004; 2007) are dysfunctional for family firms, concentrating ones research on ex-
ploring and investigating the dynamics underlying the formation of those two conflict types 
does make sense- even more so, since there seems to be a serious lack of research in this 
area (Frank et al., 2011). Even though family-owned and – managed firms constitute the 
majority of the organizations worldwide (Morck & Yeung, 2004) not much has been done 
to study this phenomenon specifically in a family business context. A systematic literature 
review on conflicts in family firms by Frank et al., (2011) identified a total of only 10 rele-
vant articles published in the time between January 1990 and June 2010. Yet, although a 
majority of those articles were in a wider sense focusing on the causes and emergence of 
conflicts in family firms, none of them was specifically concerned with examining the emo-
tional components of role and relationship conflicts within family firms. Davis and Har-
veston (1999) were for instance appraising the influence the ruling generation had on or-
ganizational conflicts. In another study, Davis and Harveston (2001) were trying to explain 
their intensity by looking at various aspects of family influence. Van der Heyden et al., 
(2005) were examining the influence of procedural justice. Eddleston and Kellermanns 
(2007) were exploring the effects of altruism, participatory strategy development and con-
centration of management responsibilities on relationship conflict. Ensley et al. (2007) fo-
cused on the consequences of pay dispersion in both family and non-family firm top man-
agement teams and Eddleston et al., (2008) were examining the effects of participative de-
cision making and generational ownership on task and relationship conflict.  

Thus, to address this gap in conflict research within the family business field, this thesis will 
examine the emotional dynamics in role and relationship conflict by drawing on Bjönberg 
& Nicholson’s (2012) concept of emotional ownership commonly defined as a cognitive and 
affective state of association that describes a (young) family member’s attachment to and identification with 
his or her family business (Nicholson & Björnberg, 2008, p. 32). Incorporating elements of so-
cial identification theory, psychological ownership and affective organizational commit-
ment, this perspective allows an investigation of the pivotal family firm dynamics, contrib-
uting to the formation of role and relationship conflicts within family firms. Thus exploring 
these phenomena from an emotional ownership perspective will deepen the general under-
standing of the occurrence and thus complement the still limited literature on conflict re-
search within the family firm setting. Besides, applying the relatively novel notion of emo-
tional ownership to role and relationship conflict, will further contribute to its empirical 
grounding and thus the validation of the concept. 
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1.3 Purpose  

Generally, existing academic literature shows a gap with regard to the examination of con-
flicts within a family business setting. Although many researchers acknowledge that family 
businesses are due to their special enmeshment of family and business spheres unique and 
that because of this role and relationship conflicts are more likely to occur, role and rela-
tionship conflicts are still understudied in this particular context. Especially the family 
business specific factors that might contribute to the formation of role and relationship 
conflicts have not yet been explored. The purpose of this thesis is thus to determine the role 
emotional ownership plays in regard to role and relationship conflicts within family firms.  

The empirical findings of this thesis contribute to the ongoing research on conflicts and 
emotional ownership within a family business setting. Besides, determining the role of 
emotional ownership in the formation of role and relationship conflicts within family firms, 
this thesis aims to foster a deeper understanding of factors and dynamics contributing to 
these phenomena. Findings of this research might also inform further research in this sub-
ject area as well as provide useful advice for practitioners. 

 

1.4 Delimitations 

This thesis will exclude process and task conflicts, focussing its analysis solely on relation-
ship and role conflict. This is appropriate since role and relationship conflicts are among 
the most prevalent conflict types within a family business setting. Since they, involve nega-
tive emotions, they have furthermore the potential to seriously harm the business. Thus it 
makes sense to limit ones analysis to the dynamics that contribute to the formation of 
those two types of conflict. 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis examines the dynamics of role and relationship conflicts within family firms us-
ing an emotional ownership perspective. To do so chapter 2 provides a review of the theo-
retical concepts underpinning this thesis. As such it will elaborate on emotional ownership 
by drawing on the related concepts of psychological ownership, social identification and af-
fective organizational commitment. Besides, it will outline how these conceptions link to 
relationship and role conflict. Chapter 3 then details this study’s research methodology. As 
such it will discuss its interpretative, abductive research approach as well as its qualitative 
research design. Chapter 4 reports the empirical findings of the six case companies. The 
focus is thereby put on the categories emotional ownership, role separation and conflict. 
Subsequently, Chapter 5 fulfils this thesis’ purpose by appraising the study’s empirical find-
ings in the light of the theoretical frameworks and approaches outlined in Chapter 2. Final-
ly, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by outlining its theoretical and practical contributions 
and making suggestions for further research.  
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2 Frame of Reference 

This chapter outlines the theoretical foundation of the thesis. First, it will elaborate on role and relationship 
conflicts within family businesses. Then it will introduce the notion of emotional ownership (EO) by draw-
ing on the related concepts of social identification, psychological ownership and affective organizational com-
mitment. Finally, it will demonstrate how EO links to role and relationship conflict within family firms 
and thus offers a novel perspective for examining their dynamics.  

2.1 Conflicts in family firms 

The family firm definition used in this thesis follows Björnberg and Nicholson (2012), de-
fining family businesses as organizations where (1) a majority of the business’ shares are 
owned by the family, (2) at least one family member occupies an executive role, and (3) the 
company views itself as being a family business. This being said, it should be noted that to 
accommodate to the purpose of this thesis only family businesses that met the additional 
criteria of (4) having at least two family members actively involved in the business, were in-
cluded in the sample (see Chapter 3 & 4).  

Commonly, family firms have greater conflict potential than other organizations (Lee & 
Rogoff, 1996) and are especially prone to role and relationship conflicts (Beehr et al., 1997; 
Kellermanns & Eddleston, 2004; 2007; Memili et al., 2013). To foster a general understand-
ing of both conflict types and establish why a study thereof is worthwhile, role and rela-
tionship conflicts will, in the following, be discussed in greater detail. 
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2.1.1 Role conflict  

According to Beehr et al., (1997) a unique trait of family businesses relates to the character 
of the various and often interdependent roles found within them. Family firms are thus of-
ten represented using Davis’s (1982) “3-Circles Model” (see Figure 1) that specifically 
shows the intersections between family, employee and ownership spheres typical for family 
businesses. 

 

 

 

Examining family businesses there are some people that are connected to others via both, 
work (employee and/or owner) and non-work roles. These regularly include roles as employer 
and employee as well as roles as mother or father and son or daughter (Beehr et al., 1997, p. 297). As 
they form part of two overlapping and competing role systems (business [employee/ own-
er] and family) with different role expectations, people in family firms are expected to be 
particularly prone to role conflict (Beehr et al., 1997; Hall, 2012). Role conflict, that is de-
fined as the degree of incongruity or incompatibility of expectations associated with the role (Croci, Dou-
kas, & Gonenc, 2011, p. 474), occurs when at least one role expectation is irreconcilable 
with another (Beehr et al., 1997; Memili et al. 2013). Living up to the demands of one role 
might thereby undermine one’s other roles. Besides, tensions connected to one role can 
spill-over into another (Stoner, Hartman, & Arora, 1990). Therefore, to prevent this from 
happening, it is critical for family members to manage their dual/triple roles of being a 
family member, business employee and/or business owner at the same time (Memili et al., 
2013).  

Concept reviews by Ivanevich and Matteson (1980) and Beehr (1995) have found role con-
flicts to be associated with stress and strenuous outcomes and experiences for the individu-
al. Moreover, Beehr et al., (1997) also suggest that role conflict might lead to the develop-
ment of further relationship conflict as the harmony among family members is likely to be 
disrupted. 

Figure 1: Davis’s 3-Circles Model; Source: adapted from Sharma et al., (2013, p. 6) 

*Family-Owner-Employees 

* 
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Following King and King (1990) there are several types of role conflicts, the main distinc-
tion being made between interrole and intrarole role conflict.  

According to Beehr et al., (1997), interrole role conflict is the conflict between demands from peo-
ple with whom the employee interacts on the basis of two different roles (ibid., p. 298). While there is a 
general tendency of work-related roles to affect private ones (see e.g. Gupta & Beehr, 
1981), this propensity seems particularly acute when it comes to family firms, where family 
roles are likely to touch on business-related ones as family members are involved in both 
role types (Beehr et al., 1997; Hall, 2012). Additionally, avoiding the conflict might not be a 
viable option for family members working in their family’s business as getting away from 
the other parties involved, might not be feasible (Beehr et al., 1997). Following Greenhaus 
and Beutell (1985) there are three further distinctions to be made between interrole role 
conflicts. Those are (i) time-based, (ii) strain-based and (iii) behaviour-based interrole role 
conflicts. In time-based interrole role conflict, the time requirement to perform roles in 
both the family and business context is extreme or downright conflicting. An example for 
this would be a person that is expected to be in two places at the same time, like for in-
stance a manager that should collect her three year old child from kindergarten, but is held 
up in an important business meeting. Contrary to that, in strain-based interrole role con-
flict, a person’s strain- that being fatigue, illness, tension or the like, resulting from the 
pressures of one role hamper this person’s ability to fulfil the other one(s) satisfactorily. An 
example for this might be a family father who is so tired from work every day that he does 
not spend adequate time playing with his children. Finally, in behaviour-based interrole role 
conflict, the expected behaviour of a person in one role (e.g. work role) clashes with the 
expected behaviour of this person’s other role (e.g. family role). Hall (2012) also refers to 
this kind of behaviour-based interrole role conflict as conflict between task role and socio-
emotional role.  

Contrary to interrole role conflict that occurs when the role expectations of the distinct 
roles one person holds are clashing, intrarole role conflict arises when the behaviours that 
constitute one single role are inconsistent (King & King, 1990). Intrarole role conflict thus 
appears when different persons have different expectations of what constitutes a certain 
role. An example for this might for instance be a person who thinks that fulfilling her role 
as a good mother doesn’t contradict with her having a part-time or full-time job, whereas 
her peers might be of the opinion that a good mother should give up her job to spend 
more time with her child, thus constituting an intrarole role conflict. Beside, the role being 
inherently ambiguous, intrarole role conflicts may also arise if the tasks and responsibilities 
associated with a certain role have not been defined or communicated clearly, that is when 
there is role ambiguity (Kahn et al., 1964).  

Besides those clear-cut interrole and intrarole role conflict types, there are what King and 
King (1990) refer to as “complex” role conflicts. These complex role conflicts are basically 
a mixture of varying degrees of intrarole and interrole role conflicts. An example for this 
would be a manager who is required to take action against the misbehaviour of her em-
ployee son (intrarole role conflict: mother (family role) vs. manager (business role)), but is 
simultaneously under scrutiny by other business employees (possible interrole role conflict 
in the business for not fulfilling her manager role) or family members (possible interrole 
role conflict in the family for not fulfilling her mother role).  

For this reason and because role conflict is conceptualized as being of either type this thesis 
will not differentiate between their distinct variations. So when addressing role conflict or 
their dynamics in the course of this thesis, the thesis-authors can refer to interrole, intrarole 
or complex role conflict. 
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2.1.2 Relationship conflict 

Relationship conflict can be defined as the perception of personal animosities and incompatibility 
(Kellermanns & Eddleston, 2004, p. 2012). It occurs from negative emotional interactions 
or personality clashes between two or more people that are in a personal or work-related 
relationship and is a common conflict type in any business organization. Examples for this 
include disagreements that arise because one does not like the other person or arguments 
that come to pass because one (accidentally) hurts the feelings of others. Yet, because of 
the interrelatedness of the business and family spheres (Lee & Rogoff, 1996), coupled with 
the previously mentioned heightened risk of role conflict which might lead to further rela-
tionship conflict (Beehr et al., 1997), relationship conflict tends to be more prevalent in a 
family business setting (Kellermans & Eddleston, 2004; 2007). The fact that many family 
members might feel “locked” into the firm (Schulze et al., 2003a) as leaving the company 
would include high costs in the form of lost status, experience, company-specific 
knowledge, possible inheritance rights and other privileges connected to employment in the 
family firm (Gersick et al., 1997; Schulze et al., 2003a; Schulze et al., 2003b), only serves to 
make relationship problems more severe. 

Since relationship conflict involves negative emotions (Kellermanns and Eddleston 2007; 
Jehn, 1997; Jehn & Mannix, 2001), it is a rather dysfunctional type of disagreement as it 
generates animosity, distrust and rivalry among family members (Eddleston & Keller-
manns, 2007). Besides, it can also decrease goodwill and mutual understanding (Deutsch, 
1969), which heightens conflict potential and potentially intensifies already existing ones. 
Thus, if close and harmonious family relations are, as Habbershon et al. (2003) and Sirmon 
and Hitt (2003) indicate, a source of competitive advantage for the family firm, relationship 
conflict has the potential to seriously harm the family business. Indeed, a study by Eddle-
ston and Kellermanns (2007) demonstrates that relationship conflict can undermine altru-
ism and stewardship within family firms, thereby hampering their ability to compete, ulti-
mately leading to a decrease in their business performance. Further research by Keller-
manns and Eddleston (2004; 2007) also points at the long term implications of relationship 
conflict. Apart from its immediate effects on interpersonal relations, this research shows 
that, in the long-run, relationship conflict can compromise family cohesion and firm per-
formance. Prominent sources of relationship conflict in a family business setting thereby 
include the dominant presence of the owner or the family, the lack of formalized structures 
or systems to deal with conflict and the intertwinement of family and business roles (Har-
vey & Evans, 1994). Moreover, relationship conflict might arise from a misalignment of 
family and business interests, perceived injustice as well as disagreements related to succes-
sion (Danes et al., 1999). 

As set out in the previous discussion, role and relationship conflicts are common phenom-
ena in a family business setting. Since it was furthermore suggested that they hold the po-
tential to seriously harm the business, examining them in greater detail and understanding 
their dynamics is clearly a worthwhile task. Hence, this thesis will take on an emotional 
ownership perspective which will be introduced in the following. 
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2.2 Emotional ownership 

Emotional ownership (EO) was originally developed to understand the determinants of the 
next generation family member’s relationship with their family business (Bjönberg & Ni-
cholson, 2012). It is defined as the cognitive and affective state of association that describes a (young) 
family member’s attachment to and identification with his or her family business (Nicholson & Björn-
berg, 2008, p. 32). As such it is conceptually related to the notions of social identification, 
psychological ownership and affective organizational commitment. Although it includes el-
ements of all those constructs, like for instance a reference to self-identity with regard to 
the organization as well as a focus on the psychological bond between the individual and 
the object of ownership, EO, according to Bjönberg and Nicholson (2012), has enough 
distinguishing features to constitute a theoretical conception of its own. Focussing specifi-
cally on the bond between the individual and the organization in a family business setting, 
EO extends and complements existing constructs by deepening the understanding of the 
individual, psychological processes that are included in this relationship (Bjönberg & Ni-
cholson, 2012). As such EO may be a fruitful perspective while studying the dynamics of 
role and relationship conflicts in family firms. 

To foster a deeper understanding of EO, before actually relating it to role and relationship 
conflict in a family firm setting, the following part will discuss the EO dimensions of psy-
chological ownership, social identification and affective organizational commitment, there-
by specifically pinpointing the similarities and differences between them and EO. 

2.2.1 Psychological ownership 

Psychological ownership, the first element of EO, is defined as the state in which an individual 
feels as though the target of ownership (or a piece of the target) is theirs (Vandewalle et al., 1995, p. 
211). Although no legal claim may exist, psychological ownership establishes a bond be-
tween the individual and its target, so that the individual feels possessiveness toward the 
target of ownership (Vandewalle et al., 1995) and it becomes part of the individual’s ex-
tended self (Belk, 1988; Dittmar, 1991). According to Pierce et al. (2001) psychological 
ownership can arise toward tangible and intangible objects and includes strong emotional 
and behavioural implications for those that experience it. The strong emotional implica-
tions that spark as soon as people experience a violation of what they believe is rightfully 
“theirs” can thereby be traced back to the fact that the growth of possessions generally cre-
ates a positive and uplifting effect (Formanek, 1991) while the loss thereof is commonly as-
sociated with a shrinkage of our personality, a partial conversion of ourselves to nothingness (James, 
1890, p.  178). 

As feelings of ownership allow people to fulfil the three basic motives of (1) efficacy and 
effectance, (2) self-identity, and (3) belongingness (“having a place”), they are seen as the 
root cause of psychological ownership (Pierce et al., 2001). “Efficacy and effectance” 
thereby refer to people’s wish to bring about changes and affect their environment(s). As 
such efficacy and effectance refers to the “being in control element” of ownership that al-
lows the owners to alter and thus affect their possessions. A figurative example for this 
might be people’s wish to redecorate their room, or to customize for example their cars. 
According to Pierce et al., (2001, p. 300) being  the  cause through  one's  control  or actions  results  
in  feelings  of efficacy  and pleasure  and  also  creates extrinsic  satisfaction  as  certain  desirable  out-
comes  are  acquired. Thus, the desire to feel causal efficacy can cause endeavours to take pos-
session and give rise to feelings of ownership. It follows, that in family firms a desire to 
bring about changes and influence the (further) direction of the organization might lead 
some family members to assume (psychological) ownership of the business. “Self-identity” 
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on the other hand refers to the fact that possessions often also function as symbolical ex-
pressions of individuality (Dittmar, 1991). According to Dittmar (1991) people establish, 
maintain, replicate and alter their self-definition through their interactions with possessions 
and by reflecting upon the meaning inherent in them. Examples for this might include the 
purchase of a fancy sports-car to display wealth or the development of a unique clothing 
style to express individuality. Thus Pierce et al., (2001, p. 300) propose that people use owner-
ship for the purpose of defining themselves, expressing their self-identity to others, and ensuring the continui-
ty of the self across time. “Belongingness” or “having a place” finally refers to humans wish to 
have a certain space or territory which they can call home and in which they can stay (Ar-
drey, 1966). According to Weil (1952, p. 41) having a place is an essential need of the human 
soul. For this reason and since ownership offers the possibility to fulfil this need people 
tend to devote significant energy and resources to targets that can potentially become their home (Pierce et 
al., 2001, p. 300). All in all feelings of ownership allow people to satisfy three basic motives 
(efficacy and effectance, self-identity, and belongingness (“having a place”)). These motives 
are thus the rationales for psychological ownership. However, rather than causing psycho-
logical ownership to appear right away, each of the motives assists the development of this 
state (Pierce et al., 2001). 

Studies on the consequences of psychological ownership commonly suggest that people 
with a heightened sense of psychological ownership tend to experience a sense of concern 
and responsibility towards their target of ownership (Dipboye, 1977; Korman, 1970) and 
thus also an increased need to care for them (Baer & Brown, 2012). As such psychological 
ownership has been found to be positively related to extra-role behaviour (Van Dewalle, 
Van Dyne & Kostova, 1995), job satisfaction (Knapp, Smith & Sprinkle, 2014, Van Dyne 
& Pierce, 2004), organizational commitment, organization-based self-esteem, and work be-
haviour such as performance and organizational citizenship (Van Dyne & Pierce, 2004). 
On the negative side, psychological ownership was also associated with territoriality that 
causes individuals to engage in protective behaviour (Avey et al., 2009; Brown et al., 2005). 
Individuals might, for example, resist sharing their ideas with their peers (Brown & Robin-
son, 2007) or even if they do, they might want to keep complete control over them, leading 
to a rejection of the contributions of others (Pierce, Jussila, & Cummings, 2009). In line 
with this, Bear and Brown (2012) found that feelings of psychological ownership drive 
people to selectively adopt others’ suggestions for change. Whereas psychological owner-
ship prompted people to adopt those suggestions that expanded upon their possessions, 
suggestions that shrank them were commonly rejected. 

As EO is related to psychological ownership, it shares psychological ownership’s focus on 
the psychological bond between the individual and the object of ownership as well as its 
reference to the extended self and self-identity. Yet, contrary to psychological ownership, 
which focuses on possessiveness- a condition [...] in which individuals feel as though the target of 
ownership (material or immaterial in nature) or a piece of it is “theirs” (i.e., it is MINE!) [...] (Pierce et 
al., 2001, p. 299), EO focuses on the cognitive and affective state which portrays a family 
member’s bond to and identification with the family firm. Thus, EO extends an individu-
al’s feelings of belongingness from being part of the family to being part of the (family) 
business. As such EO builds specifically on the history and shared meaning that the individual has 
obtained from being brought up in a family business environment (Björnberg & Nicholson., 2012, p. 
381). Hence, following EO, a child develops attachment to significant others, by proxy forming a spe-
cial bond to the family business (Björnberg & ibid, p. 381), key relational aspects that are neither 
covered by psychological ownership nor by affective organizational commitment (see 
Chapter 1.2.3). This special bond formed between the family member and the family busi-
ness is demonstrated by the fact that many family members view their ownership of the or-
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ganization primarily in nonmonetary terms. Many family members interviewed by Björn-
berg and Nicholson (2012, p. 377) for instance claimed that their ownership represents ‘senti-
mental value’ that the money was ‘paper wealth’ or even ‘fiction in my bank account’, regardless of the actu-
al size of the wealth.  Since similar accounts were given by persons with a strong emotional 
connectedness to, but no other stake in the family business, it is reasonable to conclude 
that actual share ownership is no necessity for this emotional bond and thus EO (Björn-
berg & Nicholson, 2012).  

2.2.2 Social identification 

Social identification, a further element of EO, is defined as “a perception of oneness with 
or belonging to some human aggregate” (Ashforth & Mael, 1989, p. 21). As such social 
identification “captures how much the individual regards his or her fate as intertwined with 
a specific group or category that the individual classifies himself or herself as belonging to, 
experiencing its success or failure as one’s own” (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012 p. 380). 
This means that if for example a football fan socially identifies him/herself strongly with a 
group, here his/ her favourite football club, he/she will experience the wins of this football 
club like a personal success. 

Organizational identification, a special form of social identification, applies this approach 
to organizational membership (Ashforth & Mael, 1989) and thus reflects on the psycholog-
ical merging of the self and the organization (Van Knippenberg & Sleebos, 2006). Accord-
ing to Van Knippenberg and Sleebos (2006), the more people “identify with an organiza-
tion, the more the organization's values, norms, and interests are incorporated in the self-
concept” (p. 572). Following this line of thought, collective interest is experienced as self-
interest thereby essentially motivating individuals to contribute to the collective endeavour 
(Ashford & Mael, 1989; Van Knippenberg & Ellemers, 2003). Social identification of fami-
ly members with their family firm is thereby demonstrated by their perception of the family 
business as “second home” or the fact that they are actually conducting business at their 
family home (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012).  

There are various positive (business) implications of social/organizational identification. 
Mael and Ashforth (1995) for instance find that people exhibiting organizational identifica-
tion are more inclined to remain a part of their organisation thus lowering turnover. Fur-
ther outcomes of people’s social identification include organizational commitment, the pos-
itive assessment of the group as well as the internalization of group values (Turner, 1984). 
Besides organizational commitment has been found to be positively related to individuals’ 
affective organizational commitment (Long & Yan, 2014), job satisfaction and involve-
ment, work group attachment and extra-role behaviour (Riketta, 2005).  

According to Long & Yan (2014), social identification (“How do I perceive myself in rela-
tion to the organization?”), is thereby one of two perspectives regarding employee attach-
ment- a notion central to EO. The other perspective, affective organizational commitment 
(“How satisfied am I with the organization”), contributes to the EO concept as well and 
will be discussed in the following. 
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2.2.3 Affective organizational commitment 

Closely related to the previously discussed concept of social/organizational identification is 
the notion of affective organizational commitment, that also forms part of EO. Affective 
organizational commitment can be defined as employees’ voluntary desire to be attached to organisa-
tions (Long & Yan, 2014, p. 322). Following the work of social identity theorists like Van 
Vugt and Hart (2004), affective organizational commitment is associated with employees’ 
structural identity as employees are generally more likely to remain in organizations where 
they find a fit between the organizational mission and their own values (Meyer et al., 2006). 
Yet, contrary to social identification, which refers to people’s self-perception in relation to 
an organization, that is the feeling of oneness with the organization, affective organization-
al commitment refers to how happy people are with their organization (Van Knippenberg 
& Sleebos, 2006). According to Ashforth and Mael (1989) the core difference between so-
cial/organizational identification and affective organizational commitment is that social 
identification reflects on individual’s self-definition, whereas affective organizational com-
mitment does not. Instead of reflecting on the extent to which the organization is part of 
oneself, it is commonly regarded as a kind of attitude towards the organization (Pratt, 
1998). 

Similar to social/organizational identification, affective organizational commitment has 
been demonstrated to be positively related to perceived organizational support and job sat-
isfaction, and negatively to turnover intentions (Van Knippenberg & Sleebos, 2006). Be-
sides, it has also been shown to influence in-role and extra-role performance (Riketta & 
Van Dick, 2005). In-role behaviour thereby relates to all the tasks and actions an employee 
has to perform as part of his/her role in the organization and for which he/she is remu-
nerated by the organization’s official salary scheme. Conversely, extra-role behaviour refers 
to all actions that are not described or defined as a part of the work or reflected in the official salary sys-
tem of the organization (Zhu, 2013, p. 26).  

Although EO is partly based on affective organizational commitment that describes the em-
ployee’s emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in the organization (Meyer & Al-
len, 1991, p. 67), EO differs in several respects. First, affective organizational commitment 
points at the relation between the employee and the organization and is as such mainly the 
result of work experience (Meyer & Allen, 1991). EO on the contrary has a much wider fo-
cus and is independent of work experience (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012). Moreover, af-
fective organizational commitment is like social identification (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; 
Turner, 1984) seen as an antecedent or product of EO (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012). 
Lastly, the core of affective organizational commitment is intention, which is captured in 
the wish to stay connected to the target organization (Pierce et al., 2001). Contrary to that 
EO is free of intention, as the bond between (young) family members and their family 
businesses can also develop unintentionally (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012). 

As shown in the previous discussions on role and relationship conflict and EO, there are 
some points by which EO can be linked to the distinct conflict types. To clarify these rela-
tions and demonstrate how EO can offer a fruitful perspective in examining and explaining 
the dynamics of role and relationship conflict, the following section will appraise these 
linkages in greater detail. 
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2.3 Emotional ownership and conflict dynamics 

Since EO focuses on the cognitive and affective state which portrays a family member’s 
bond to and identification with its family firm (Nicholson & Björnberg, 2008), it offers a 
valuable perspective to examine the conflict dynamics underlying role and relationship con-
flicts within family firms. 

As EO shares psychological ownership’s focus on the psychological bond between the in-
dividual and the object of ownership, social identification’s reference to the extended self 
as well as the desire to be attached to the organization described by affective organizational 
commitments (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012), EO can bring about new insights into the 
dynamics of role conflict. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the thesis-authors assume the rela-
tionship between EO on the one hand and role and relationship conflict on the other hand 
to follow a two-step relationship. 

 
Figure 2: Connection between EO and Role and Relationship conflict; Source: own 

Specifically the existence of (strong) EO is presumed to cause or amplify role conflicts 
(step 1) which in turn contribute to the formation of new or amplification of already exist-
ing relationship conflicts (step 2). This is because role conflicts commonly evolve around 
two overlapping and competing role systems through which people identify themselves 
(Hall, 2012) and that they consequently try to protect/defend. Further, given EO’s concep-
tual closeness to psychological ownership (Pierce et al., 2001) it is reasonable to conclude 
that individuals can feel EO towards the private and work-related roles occupy, making EO 
effectively become a potential source for role and thus subsequently also for relationship 

1 
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conflicts. Also, the desire to be connected to the family firm that is expressed by the affec-
tive organizational commitment element of EO (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012; Long & 
Yan, 2014), might lead people to defend their assigned roles more vigorously thereby effec-
tively heightening the chance of relationship conflicts (resulting from previous role con-
flicts) to appear. Thus to sum up, EO is believed to have a direct impact on the occurrence 
of role conflicts which in turn might lead to the formation and/or intensification of rela-
tionship conflicts (Harvey & Evans, 1994), so that EO’s role on relationship conflicts is as-
sumed to be rather indirect as indicated by the dotted arrow. This model of hypothesised 
connections between EO on the one hand and role and (subsequent) relationship conflicts 
on the other hand, will serve as point of departure for the consequent analysis of the em-
pirical findings.  
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3 Methodology  

This chapter discusses the study’s interpretive, abductive research philosophy and approach, its qualitative 
exploratory methodological choice as well as its chosen case study strategy. Besides, it deals with the data 
analysis procedures employed and addresses concerns regarding the thesis’ trustworthiness and research ethics, 
focusing especially on issues related to consent and confidentiality.   

3.1 Research Approach 

Since the purpose of this thesis is to explore the role emotional ownership plays in regard 
to role and relationship conflicts within family firms, the aspects studied- like for instance 
human relationships and related emotions, are exclusively intangible. Thence, this thesis as-
sumes an interpretive research philosophy, which is especially suited for situations in which 
researchers need to make sense of subjective and socially constructed meanings expressed about the phenome-
non being studied (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 163) and in which they need to understand the dif-
ferences between humans in their role(s) as social actors.  

The study will take on an abductive approach, where inductive inferences are developed and deduc-
tive ones are tested iteratively throughout the research (Saunders et al., 2012, p.163). Abduction 
thereby consists of assembling or discovering, on the basis of an interpretation of collected data, such com-
binations of features for which there is no appropriate explanation or rule in the store of knowledge that al-
ready exists, and the subsequent search for the (new) explanation (Flick, 2014, p. 304). This 
is appropriate for the purpose of this thesis since an interpretive abductive research ap-
proach acknowledges that human behaviour is critically dependent on the context in which 
the social actors find themselves and allows (new) theory to emerge from an interplay be-
tween known theoretical facts and new empirical findings (Saunders et al., 2012). 

3.2 Methodological Choice 

A study’s methodological choice generally relates to the selection between two distinct re-
search methods, namely qualitative and quantitative, and three different types of study, 
namely descriptive, exploratory and explanatory (Saunders et al., 2012).  

Since this thesis seeks to explore the role EO plays in regard to role and relationship con-
flicts within family firms, utilizing a qualitative research method is appropriate. This is be-
cause qualitative research relates to thorough depictions of situations, detailed descriptions 
of people, events and interactions, observed behaviour as well as people’s testimonies 
about their experiences, feelings, believes and thoughts (Patton, 2015) and is thus well suit-
ed to provide rich insights into the studied phenomenon. Besides, qualitative research is 
usually linked to an interpretive research philosophy that concentrates on making sense of 
complex social phenomena (Saunders et al., 2012). 

Since exploratory studies enable the researcher to learn what is happening and thus gain in-
sights about an unclear phenomenon (Bajpai, 2011; Sanders et al., 2012), it is the appropri-
ate choice for this study. This is because, even though there is some research done in the 
field of role and relationship conflict within family firms, the phenomenon has not yet been 
explored from an EO perspective, so that only limited inferences about it can be made 
based on previous findings. This furthermore stresses the appropriateness of an explorato-
ry study that helps to address this gap in scientific literature by adding new findings and ex-
panding the knowledge. 
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3.3 Research Strategy 

3.3.1 Case Study 

For the purpose of this thesis, a case study strategy will be employed. This is appropriate 
since case study research allows the researcher to study a given phenomenon – in this case 
role and relationship conflicts, within the context – in this case family businesses, in which 
it appears (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 2014). Since context is especially important when it 
comes to exploring EO’s role in the development of role and relationship conflicts within 
family firms, utilizing a case study strategy presents a good fit for the purpose of this study. 
To achieve an in-depth investigation of the phenomenon, this research will use a variety of 
respondents from different family business backgrounds. Specifically, this thesis will ex-
plore the role of EO on relationship and role conflict with the help of eight respondents 
from six case companies; four of which are based in Sweden and two in the United King-
dom. Since the case companies stem from diverse backgrounds and vary in size as well as 
longevity, the phenomenon is studied within diverse cases equalling a multiple case study 
design (Yin, 2014). Taking a multiple case study approach allows for an in-depth investiga-
tion of the phenomenon while also accommodating for the often mentioned heterogeneity 
of family businesses (cf. Chua et al., 2012; Garcia-Alvarez & Lopez-Sintas, 2001; Wright et 
al; 2014). Contrary to a single case study, a multiple case study allows to investigate a phe-
nomenon within as well as across individual settings (Baxter & Jack, 2008). As such a mul-
tiple case study strategy proposes the best fit for this thesis’s research purpose since it per-
mits to identify common features of the studied phenomenon across different cases. Be-
sides, it also has the advantage of enabling the researcher to take a comparative and con-
trasting stance while analyzing the phenomenon (Maylor & Blackmon, 2005). 

Generally a case study strategy can encompass a wide variety of distinct data collection 
techniques (Yin, 2014). However, this thesis concentrates on the use of semi-structured in-
dividual interviews in combination with scenarios (see Chapter 3.3.4). To contextualize the 
empirical findings and help their triangulation additional documentary secondary data has 
been collected (see Chapter 3.3.5). 

3.3.2 Method of Access 

The family businesses approached for this thesis, all stem from the personal network of 
one of the thesis’s authors. Thus, the sampling method used for this thesis can best be de-
scribed as convenience sampling – a sampling method relating to a selection of case com-
panies based on easy availability (Saunders et al., 2012). Although this sampling method is 
prone to influences and biases that are beyond the researcher control, as cases might ap-
pear only because it was convenient to obtain them, using convenience sampling was be-
lieved to be the best available option for this research project. This is mainly due to the 
sensitive nature of the research topic which makes it difficult to approach companies that 
are totally unfamiliar with the researcher. Also opening up the research respondents and 
obtaining high quality information when dealing with sensitive subjects was thought to be 
easier in cases where the case respondents were at least flippantly affiliated with (one of) 
the researchers. Besides, in order to obtain the best possible fit between the sample and the 
research purpose and subsequently boost credibility of the research findings a purposive el-
ement was introduced into the sampling process. Reflecting on the purpose of the thesis 
that aims to explore EO’s influence on role and relationship conflicts within family busi-
nesses, the case respondents were selected keeping in mind family firm heterogeneity (cf. 
Chua et al., 2012; Garcia-Alvarez & Lopez-Sintas, 2001; Wright et al; 2014). This means 
that while all case companies fit the family firm definition outlined in Chapter 2.1, they 
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nevertheless stem from different industries, vary in size, longevity as well as in the number 
of family members active in the organization. 

Initially, all family businesses were approached by phone to see if there was a general inter-
est from their part to participate in this research. In cases where a general interest was 
voiced, an email explaining the nature and purpose of the research was sent to the prospec-
tive respondents. The family members of those family businesses that consented to take 
part in the research were then again contacted via email and in some cases additionally also 
via phone, to provide them with a provisional interview outline and set-up the interview 
dates and times. To smoothen the process and ensure that sufficient empirical data could 
be collected the initial contact took place as early as autumn 2014, and interested respond-
ents have been in contact with the researchers ever since.    

3.3.3 Time horizon 

Since this research is subject to time restrictions, the time horizon chosen for it is cross-
sectional. This implies that the thesis focuses on a specific phenomenon at a distinct point 
in time, rather than studying its development over a longer time-period (Ruane, 2004). So 
instead of studying how relationship and role conflicts evolve as feelings of emotional 
ownership change, this study will concentrate on an assessment of how EO contributes to 
role and relationship conflicts within family firms. However, the findings evolving from the 
research within the given time frame can serve as vantage point for further long-term stud-
ies.  

3.3.4 Data collection: Semi-structured interviews 

According to Morse and Field (1995) unstructured and semi-structured interviews are suit-
able for exploratory studies as they allow the researcher the possibility to obtain statements 
for specific questions in cases where the researcher is not able to estimate the answer. 

Although from a theoretical standpoint both unstructured and semi-structured interviews 
are suitable for exploratory studies like this research (Morse & Field, 1995), the researchers 
decided to forgo the use of unstructured interviews in favour of semi-structured ones. This 
was done because both researchers felt that the frame provided by the interview guide 
normally used in semi-structured interviews would help them to cover all key topics while 
simultaneously upholding a free flow of conversation, without erasing the possibility to 
pose follow-up questions in case an interesting fact should appear. As semi-structured in-
terviews allow discerning EO’s role with regards to role and relationship conflicts, using 
them is a fitting choice for the purpose of this study. Besides, since they permit the inter-
viewees to express their experiences and thoughts freely without being restricted by nar-
rowly phrased, standardized questions, they enable the researcher to discover new things 
which is especially important with regard to the identified gap in scientific literature (Saun-
ders et al., 2012). 
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To deepen the researchers’ understanding of how EO impacts on role and relationship 
conflicts within family businesses, a conflict vignette was incorporated as part of the semi-
structured individual interviews. Vignettes or scenarios are commonly defined as short de-
scriptions of a person or a social situation which contain precise references to what are thought to be the most 
important factors in the decision making or judgment-making processes of respondents (Alexander & 
Becker, 1978 p. 94). According to Frederickson (1986) employing vignettes generates inter-
est and thus fosters the respondents’ involvement. This, in turn, enables the researcher to more 
closely approximate real world conditions and elicit more realistic response (Weber, 1992, p. 144). Uti-
lizing and discussing vignettes as part of the interview strategy is in so far supportive of the 
purpose of this research as it creates a common point of departure which helps to initiate a 
debate about an otherwise quite sensitive topic and thus facilitates the obtainment of high-
quality information. The vignette employed in this study can be found in Appendix 1. 

 Apart from the vignette mentioned afore, key questions and themes employed during the 
semi-structured interviews include questions regarding family members connection to the 
firm, emotional ownership, assigned roles as well as succession, since this topic has proven 
to be especially prone to relationship conflicts (for further details see the complete inter-
view guide in Appendix 2). To ensure comparability between the case companies and guar-
antee that the important topics are covered, these subjects were included in all interviews 
conducted within the case companies during this research. 

In order to guarantee that the selected case companies provide valuable information for 
this research, it was considered essential that a certain level of trust has could be established 
beforehand so that the topics of interest would be discussed in an open and honest way. 
To ensure this, most of the case companies have been contacted and attended to several 
weeks before the actual start of this research project. Besides, interview dates and times 
have been booked at an early stage. This allowed for extra time to be reserved, so that in-
terview questions could be answered without time pressure and interesting and/or relevant 
information could be followed up during the process. Finally, although the exact interview 
questions were not conveyed to the companies to prevent pre-scripted answers, all partici-
pants have been made aware of the fact that this research concerned the wider area of role 
and relationship conflicts within their family and business and may thus touch upon sensi-
tive information.  

To capture all relevant information and ensure data reliability, all interviews have, with the 
consent of the interviewees, been recorded and additional notes have been made. Besides, 
all interviews have been transcribed in full and the interview notes have been cross-
compared between the authors. This as well as the interview transcription has facilitated 
and fostered the discussion of data amongst the authors. It is thus reasonable to conclude 
that interpretations of the empirical data will be better grounded and hence have a higher 
quality.  

Although face-to-face interviews were the preferred method of primary data collection, the 
researchers had to resort to Skype interviews, to be able to include more cases into the re-
search project. In this way it was possible to collect a fair amount of high quality infor-
mation and this despite the sensitive nature of the topic and the difficulties of gaining ac-
cess encountered by the researchers. In the end, with the help of eight interview respond-
ents and six case companies a total 9 hours and 25 minutes of interview material has been 
collected (see Table 1). Although both researchers have tried to be present at all interviews 
this was due to personal circumstances not always possible.  
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Table 1: Interview details 

Company Function Location & 
Industry 

Size Interview 
type 

Date & 
Length 

Company 
A 

Joint-owner  
Ulrika 

(1st generation) 

Company A 
Stockholms län, 

Sweden 

Catering 

ca. 130 
employees 

Personal  
face-to-face 

09.03.2015 
55 min 

Company 
B 
 

Joint-owner 
Julie 

(2nd generation) 

Company B 
Stokholms län, 

Sweden 

Retail 

ca. 30  
employees 

Personal 
face-to-face 

31.03.2015 
1 h 15 min 

Company 
C 

Joint-owner 
Ashok  

(2nd generation) 

Company C 
Glasgow, UK 

Retail 

ca. 10 
employees 

Skype 09.04.2015 
1 h 55 min 

Company 
D 

Owner 
Steve 

(1st generation) 

Employee 
Johnny 

(2nd generation) 

Company D 
Stokholms län, 

Sweden 

Interior fittings 

ca. 5 
 employees 

Personal 
face-to-face 

13.04.2015 
1 h 20 min 

Company 
E 

Finance 
manager 

Lotta 
(1st generation) 

Electrician 
Phillip 

(2nd generation) 

Company D 
Stockholms län, 

Sweden 

Electronics 

ca. 30  
employees 

Personal 
face-to-face 

15.04.2015 
1 h 45 min 

Company 
F 

Managing 
 Director UK  

Derek 
(1st generation) 

Company F, 
London, UK 

Trading 
 

ca. 5 
employees 

Skype 17.04.2015 
2 h 05 min 
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3.3.5 Data collection: Documentary secondary data 

Additionally to the primary data collected via semi-structured interviews, this thesis made 
use of documentary secondary data.  

The secondary data utilized in this thesis includes text material from the case companies’ 
websites, as well as financial information drawn from the database ‘Amadeus’. Besides facil-
itating the triangulation of the primary data collected and in line with Saunders et al. (2012), 
the secondary data was mainly used to contextualize the empirical findings. 

3.4 Data Analysis Procedure 

Since the purpose of this research is to explore how EO influences role and relationship 
conflicts in family firms, role conflict and relationship conflict are this study’s unit of analy-
sis, while EO is the lens through which the phenomenon is explored. As a result of the 
qualitative and interpretative nature of this research, data gathering and analysis went hand 
in hand (De Massis & Kotlar, 2014). This implies that data analysis has already been started 
at the data collection stage.  

As proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994), the first step in analysing the collected empir-
ical data was to make it manageable using data reduction. The method employed for this 
data reduction process was theme identification, as suggested by Welman et al., (2005). De-
parting from the interview transcripts and researcher notes, the collected empirical data was 
thus colour-coded according to the following categories: (1) emotional ownership, (2) role 
separation and (3) conflict, that were derived from the research purpose. Then, the data 
was unitised by putting relevant pieces of (textual) data into the fitting category. Next, these 
statements were cross-compared across cases to identify similarities and dissimilarities be-
tween them. To help this process, tables matching the interviewees’ answers to the research 
purpose have been made. So as to ensure a high quality of the analysis, occurring patterns 
in the empirical findings have additionally been continuously discussed among the authors. 
The aim of this process was to obtain some sound standing accounts before the ultimate 
conclusions were drawn.  

3.5 Trustworthiness 

Generally, reliability and validity are important aspects when it comes to obtaining trust-
worthiness in a qualitative study (Kumar, 2014). Reliability can thereby be defined as the 
extent to which empirical findings are independent of unintended research circumstances 
(Kirk & Miller, 1986) whereas validity refers to the degree to which the finding is interpreted in a 
correct way (ibid., p. 20). However, Lincoln and Guba (1985) identify differences between the 
appraisal of trustworthiness in quantitative and qualitative studies. Following their reason-
ing the validity of a qualitative study critically depends on its credibility- that is how plausi-
ble the findings are, and its transferability- that being if it is possible to replicate the find-
ings with the same research design in a context other than the one(s) studied. Thus to as-
sess this study’s trustworthiness, aspects regarding its reliability, credibility and transferabil-
ity will be appraised in the following sections. 
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3.5.1 Reliability 

As already mentioned reliability is the extent to which empirical findings are independent 
of unintended research circumstances (Kirk & Miller, 1986). According to Saunders et al., 
(2012) issues like participant error, participant bias, researcher error as well as researcher 
bias can negatively impact on a study’s reliability. Participant error thereby refers to external 
factors that might influence the respondent and thus his answers. Participant bias relates to 
the interviewees’ reluctance to provide information or to answer all parts of the research 
question (Robson, 2011). Researcher errors concern factors impacting on the researcher’s 
interpretation of the information provided by the research subject, while researcher bias re-
fers to any feature capable of biasing a researchers’ recording of the responses given (Saun-
ders et al., 2012). 

This study aimed at avoiding reliability concerns by engaging case companies that have 
agreed to participate in this research project and signalled their willingness to share infor-
mation beforehand. By adapting the interview agenda to the schedule of the interviewees 
and allowing the interviews to be conducted at the place and in the language most conven-
ient for the interviewees, it was tried to create a pleasant interview atmosphere and limit the 
occurrence of participant error and bias. Yet, despite these efforts, this study might not be 
entirely free of participant error and bias. This is because the set-up of the interview loca-
tion chosen by the interviewee was beyond the researcher’s control. As such telephone 
calls, or in one case, people walking in and out of the room, might have disturbed the in-
terviewee leading to participant error. Also, the difficulty in opening up the interviewees 
and the “tip-toeing around the root of the matter” that was experienced by the researchers 
during the interviews, indicates that despite all precautions there still may be some partici-
pant bias. Yet, this is something to be expected given the personal and quite sensitive topic 
of this research.  

To gain broad knowledge and foster reliability, the questions and scenarios discussed dur-
ing the interviews were open and worded in a non-leading way. Besides, the respondents 
were given the time they needed to provide examples and answer the interview questions 
freely and without any time-pressure. Since respondents were given the choice to be treated 
anonymously, they were able to speak up their mind without fear of any negative conse-
quences. To ensure data quality, all interviews have furthermore been conducted in either 
Swedish, or English - the respective mother tongue of the interviewee. This was possible 
since one of the researchers has a Swedish-English background and the other is business-
fluent in English. Despite the advantages linked to conducting the interviews in the mother 
tongue of the interviewee, like for instance higher data quality and increased convenience 
for the respondent, doing so also has a flip-side. Since only one of the researchers is busi-
ness fluent in Swedish, some of the information during interviews may have been missed 
by the other. Furthermore when translating the transcripts from one language to another 
(Swedish to English) there is always the risk that some information might be slightly dis-
torted. Yet, since one of the researchers is bilingual and has a deep understanding of both 
cultures this risk can assumed to be minimal. To minimize this risk of researcher bias and 
error, all interviews have been recorded and potentially unclear issues have been resolved 
using follow-up questions or later written or oral check-ups with the interviewee. Besides, 
collected information has been discussed among the researchers thereby smoothing out po-
tential researcher bias. Yet, the fact that interview responses can be interpreted and ap-
praised differently by the two researchers involved still remains, implying that researcher 
error cannot entirely be ruled out. 
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3.5.2 Credibility 

Credibility is an important factor in establishing a qualitative study’s trustworthiness (Lin-
coln & Guba, 1985), as it addresses how congruent the findings of a qualitative research are 
with reality (Merriam, 1998).  

According to Shenton (2004), a study’s credibility can be enhanced by the development of an 
early familiarity with the culture of participating organisations before the first data collection dialogues take 
place (p. 65). In case of this thesis this was done by contacting the case companies several 
weeks before the actual start of the research project and engaging them ever since. This 
form of “prolonged engagement” between the researchers and the participants also helped 
to establish a relationship of trust between the involved parties, thereby improving data 
quality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Additionally, this study made also use of tactics that help 
ensure honesty in research respondents (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, Shenton, 2004). As such 
research participants were informed about the research topic and given the opportunity to 
refuse their participation, so that only genuinely willing participants that were prepared to 
offer the data freely remained in the sample. Besides, research participants were assured 
anonymous treatment. This was done to help them voice their opinions openly while 
avoiding eventual negative repercussion from their peers or other parties. Apart from those 
precautions taken during data collection, the research project was also subject to peer scru-
tiny during feedback sessions. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985) as well as Shenton 
(2004) doing so helps to improve credibility as eventual flaws in the research design and 
execution can be detected and thus improved. Moreover, the use of the conflict vignette 
during interviews also helped to establish credibility, as such a thick description of the phe-
nomenon under scrutiny assists to convey the actual situation that is to be investigated to 
the research respondents (ibid.). Finally, credibility is also enhanced through the transcrip-
tion of the interviews, as well as the cross-comparison and discussion of research notes 
(Shenton, 2004). In all cases interview transcriptions have been sent to the interviewees to 
obtain their consent before using their statements in the actual analysis of this thesis. Taken 
together this does not only enhance the rigour of the empirical findings but also the credi-
bility of the derived interpretations.  

3.5.3 Transferability 

According to Shenton (2004), the concept of transferability concerns the extent to which 
the findings of one study can be applied to other situations.  

Since a case study analysis does not allow for statistical generalization, such as drawing 
conclusions about the population, transferability in this case is akin to analytical generalisa-
tion (Yin, 2014). According to De Massis and Kotlar (2014) analytical generalisation there-
by refers to the process of generalizing from empirical findings to theory, rather than a 
population. Instead of transferring this study’s empirical findings directly to other family 
businesses experiencing role and relationship conflicts, they can be applied to develop 
(new) theories about EO influence on role and relationship conflicts in family firms that 
can subsequently be used to inform family businesses experiencing a similar situation. Yet, 
although the case companies for this study have been selected with family business hetero-
geneity in mind, it has to be noted that the emerging theory is likely to be culturally biased 
towards the Swedish culture, since most case companies included in this study have a Swe-
dish background. However, the emerging local theory can nevertheless used to contribute 
to a wider theory in this field.   
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3.6 Research Ethics 

Considering ethical concerns while conducting a study is among others important to pre-
vent negative consequences for ones research subjects. A common starting point when 
thinking about ethical issues, are Beauchamp and Childress’s (1983) four principles. They 
include (1) autonomy, which refers to respecting the rights of the individual, (2) benefi-
cence, which means doing good, (3) non-maleficience, which relates to trying to prevent 
harm and (4) justice which alludes to considerations of equity. 

Stemming from these four principles, two ethical key issues can be inferred- namely con-
sent and confidentiality. Consent thereby relates to the fact that all research participants are 
sufficiently informed about as well as acquainted with the study topic. Besides, being in-
formed they have furthermore agreed to participate in the research (Saunders et al., 2012). 
In this thesis informative consent was obtained by asking the research participants to take 
part in the study and informing them about the wider area of the research topic before the 
actual start of the research project. To ensure that this consent was still present when it 
came to the reporting of the actual research findings in the study, interview transcripts were 
sent to the participants to approve the use of their statements in the thesis.  

Confidentiality refers to the right of access to the data provided by the participants and, in particular to 
keep these data secret or private (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 667). Since this thesis deals with the 
quite sensitive topic of role and relationship conflicts, assuring confidentiality to the partic-
ipants is of special importance for this research. Yet, as Wells (1994) notes keeping such as-
surances of confidentiality may be difficult since knowledgeable third parties might still be 
able to reveal their identities by puzzling together the characteristics provided in the study. 
To limit the possibility of this happening, participating companies and interviewees were 
asked beforehand if their names could be disclosed. In cases where companies and/or par-
ticipants wished to remain anonymous precautions were taken to protect their identity. 
Since all our case companies and research respondents asked to remain anonymous, their 
identities were hidden by changing all their names and referring to their characteristics in a 
very general way.  
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4 Empirical Findings 

This chapter reports the empirical findings of the six case companies included in this research. In line with 
the research purpose of this study the focus in reporting the empirical findings is put on the categories emo-
tional ownership, role separation and conflict (see Chapter 3.4). The research findings are thereby displayed 
separately for each case company, before being summarized in a table at the end of the chapter. To ensure 
anonymity of the participating companies and interviewees the names subsequently used have been altered by 
the authors. Moreover, the names marked with a ‘*’, in Figures 3 to 8, refer to our research respondents.  

4.1 Company A 

Company A is a Swedish, first generation family business. It is active in the Catering indus-
try and has an annual turnover of around 96.4 million Swedish kronor (SEK). The organi-
zation currently employs around 130 employees. Beside the founders Ulrika and Dennis, all 
of their three common children, as well as Dennis’ son from a former relationship are ac-
tively involved in the business. Because of the firm’s rapid growth Ulrika and Dennis re-
cently decided to let a business partner and long standing friend of the family join the busi-
ness as associate owner. The family involvement in Company A is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Family involvement in Company A 

4.1.1 Emotional ownership 

Especially, the founding generation of Company A displayed strong emotional ownership 
of the firm. Research respondent Ulrika referred to the company in an affectionate tone 
and repeatedly expressed her pride in the business by stressing their unique company values 
as well as their past achievements. Besides, she affirmed that it makes you feel very proud when 
you have a family business [...] and reported that she was worried when talk of a potential buy 
out came up as she feared that the family might no longer be able to run the family busi-
ness in the way that they felt fit for the firm  

I was worried when there was talk of a buy out as the loss of control frightened me. What if we could not do 
things in the ways that we feel are important to the business? (Ulrika)  

Furthermore, she also took great pride in her children showing an interest in the firm. A 
point illustrated by her saying that it’s always nice when you see the kids posting on Facebook and 
these sites about mum and dad’s new restaurant (Ulrika). However despite her being happy that all 
of her children took an interest in the family business and were currently helping out in the 
firm, she added that she would not want to force them to do so.  
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4.1.2 Role separation 

Although Ulrika affirmed that with a family business one can never really switch off, the family 
members of Company A agreed to try and keep family and business matters separate. 

The kids have said that we are not allowed at dinner to talk about business anymore and that’s something 
we actually have been quite hard with. The funny thing is that all three of the kids work with us though. 
(Ulrika) 

This separation of family and business also extended to the business and the roles occupied 
therein. There was for example no special treatment for family members, or to put it in  
Ulrika’s words, if her daughter wanted to join the family business for real, she (would have to) 
start from the bottom peeling potatoes even if she (had) the experience from helping out before. Besides, it 
is also noteworthy that the founding generation kept their tasks and roles within the busi-
ness completely separated. According to Ulrika this worked well as they complemented 
each other, both temperament- as well as skill wise. 

Dennis is the accelerator and I’m the brake. We complement each other, we create balance in the same way 
as I am front of the house and he is back of the house. (Ulrika)  

However, there were no clear cut roles and responsibilities carved out for the next genera-
tion family members. Instead Ulrika pointed out that she and Dennis were willing to plan 
around them and adjust their future roles according to their capabilities. 

The kids will be a part of the business. They will need to start from the bottom to learn more about all the 
different business areas and then from there we will see. We have no clear roles for them, we will adapt 
around them and see what we think suits them and what we think they can be good at within the business. 
(Ulrika) 
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4.1.3 Conflict 

I think conflict is part of the business. Sometimes after a conflict it can go days, weeks, even months – in a 
few instances, without communication and agreement. What we often do then is bring others into the discus-
sion. Some of our employees have been with us so long now, we consider them family. (Ulrika) 

Generally, Company A tried to deal with conflicts in a constructive way. When there 
seemed to be no solution to a perpetual conflict in sight, they often relied on their long-
term employees, for mediation and counselling. However, this positive way of dealing with 
conflicts did not seem to apply to all situations, as Ulrika reported: 

We had one example where one of the kids went to work at a different location within the business. But 
they were not keen on doing all tasks. The management loved them and their flamboyant style, but I don’t 
think the dynamics with the other employees were so good, since they were not too keen on cleaning and do-
ing other activities, presenting them above that. We turned a blind eye on the issue and moved them some-
where else. Even if we have not spoken about it, it did not go down too well. (Ulrika)  

As this incident indicated there seemed to be a different strategy for conflict resolution 
employed when individual family members were involved. Instead of addressing and re-
solving the issue openly, confrontation was avoided by moving ‘the problem’ elsewhere. 

Another point that was highlighted during the course of our research was that, due to rapid 
growth in the past, the company was currently struggling to fill all the roles required by the 
business. This already had led to problems in the past and was a potential source for fur-
ther conflicts in the future.  

“We are in a process of change, everything is going so fast and because we have grown so fast us as a family 
business cannot keep up. We are missing qualities we need there are projects available but we don’t have the 
resources as a family to be able to cope with them yet. There was a big conflict as we are a family company 
and somebody we worked with only had worked with big companies and there was a massive conflict be-
tween the two so we terminated it and that person went to another big company.” (Ulrika) 
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4.2 Company B 

Company B is a Swedish second generation family business in the retailing industry. It has 
an annual turnover of 77.2 million SEK and employs roughly 30 people. Founded in the 
early seventies by Stefan, the company was bought out and taken over by his daughter Julie 
in 1991. Although the business is nowadays owned by Julie and her former husband Jake, 
Stefan still likes to help out in the firm. Beside them, both Julie’s and Jake’s common chil-
dren, Sally and Sarah, as well as Jake’s son from another relationship, Vincent, are involved 
in the family business (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Family involvement in Company B 
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4.2.1 Emotional ownership 

Within Company B, attachment and emotional ownership to the family firm were found to 
be especially strong among the first and the second generation that is currently in charge of 
the business. In case of the founder Stefan this connection was exemplified by him still 
helping out in the business despite the fact that he is already 81 years old and business op-
erations were officially handed over to his daughter some 20 years ago. In case of his 
daughter Julie, her emotional connectedness and attachment manifested themselves in the 
way she spoke about the company. 

It’s my baby. I love my business. It’s my brainchild. But what should I say; my heart is here and has al-
ways been. Additionally I worked of course also during my father’s time; I’m grown up in it.  
(Julie) 

As this statement by current owner Julie demonstrates, she identifies herself closely with 
the business (my heart is here and has always been) feels an extremely strong emotional connec-
tion to the firm (I love my business) and is committed to it (I worked of course also during my fa-
ther’s time; I’m grown up in it.). Yet, emotional ownership seemed to vary among the distinct 
parts of the business. When questioned about the meaning the distinct stores of the busi-
ness had to her, Julie answered: 

This is now a little special because it (original store) is the first product that's kind of like if I say I love my 
first child more on my part than my late addition. It can probably be because I am more involved in the op-
eration here. With the (second store) I go just down and make the administrative stuff once a week. So yes, 
there’s more love to this shop if I'm honest. (Julie) 

Another interesting finding that emerged during the course of the interview was that alt-
hough a total of three family members from the third generation were already involved in 
the business, none of them showed special interest in taking it over.  

My children work here though none of them are interested in taking over. (Julie) 

Jake has three children [...] and nobody shows interest, Vincent, I thought, he shows no interest whatsoever. 
(Julie)  

Although our interviewee seemed to be disappointed about this development she also ex-
plained: 

You should do what you want to do, no one should be forced to do something for mum and dad have done 
it. (Julie) 
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4.2.2 Role separation 

Although our interviewee thought that it was important to separate private and business 
lives (I think it's important to have separate business and personal life, Julie), she also admitted that 
she could not separate the distinct spheres and associated roles completely (I don’t think you 
can separate the kids in and out of work 100%, ibid.). However, she and joint-owner Jake tried to 
prevent preferential treatment of family members. Thought, this might actually have led 
them to overcompensate when their children were involved; or as Julie put it: 

You have a different relationship with your kids compared to the other employees of course. I try to treat the 
kids as the other employees at work. Yet, I can even think, I am a bit harder on my own kids when they 
are here than the other employees […] to make sure it is fair on everybody. It can be difficult to separate the 
role of being a mother and Managing Director at the company. I just try to be as professional as possible. 
(Julie) 

When it came to the task and roles within the business, Julie admitted that although she 
and Jake had the same formal title and equal ownership stakes, their tasks and roles were 
completely different. Jake was described as the one who leads, builds and injects ideas into 
the business, whereas Julie referred to herself as ‘the administrative one’.   

When asked if there were special roles or tasks assigned to the children working in the 
business, Julie admitted: 

I do not know. I have not even thought about this, I think about it now. (Julie) 

4.2.3 Conflict 

When it came to dealing with conflicts, current owner Julie preferred to take precautions, 
following the motto ‘rather safe than sorry’. To prevent potential conflicts with her siblings 
when taking over the firm in 1991, Julie for instance preferred to make a clear cut, buying 
them out at market price. “For the store’s best”, she also agreed with joint-owner and ex-
husband Jake after their divorce that potential new life partners would never get a say in 
the business  

The aim was that it would never be conflicts between me and my siblings or any future husbands that come 
into play. (Julie) 

Similarly, to prevent conflict between the children and the other employees Jake and Julie 
decided that: 

When working in the company, the kids need to be a part of the group. It’s very important that they are not 
our kids. (Julie) 

Yet, thinking about the future and their children taking on more responsibility in the family 
firm, Julie admitted the potential for relationship conflict between them.  

There may be such that Sally shows that interest now (in taking over more responsibility) […] and Vin-
cent who is Jake's (son), not mine though. […] I like Vincent very much, yet Vincent and Sally may not 
want to work together it could be a conflict. Now we are not there though there could be a conflict.  
(Julie) 
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4.3 Company C 

Company C is a first and second generation family business, founded by Pakistani immi-
grants in Glasgow, UK. Initially a grocery store the original company has grown to include 
a barber shop and a sari (Asian bridal outfits) retail. Beside the founding generation, all of 
their four sons are involved and hold a share in the family firm and this although all of 
them currently hold their own businesses (see Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Family involvement in Company C 

4.3.1 Emotional ownership 

Ashok the second generation family business member and joint-owner we interviewed dis-
played a strong emotional connection and EO to the family firm. He for instance affirmed 
that as kid, he and his brothers spent so much time in the business helping out carrying boxes, 
that it became part of them, and that it is now impossible for them to not care about it. Be-
sides, he adds that it feels good to help out [...], when your parents built something and worked so hard 
[...] (Ashok).  

However Ashok also noticed a change of attitude and decreasing EO towards the family 
business within his own children and the Asian-Pakistani community in general.  

It’s changing now, you know. Especially in the Asian community most kids are getting education becoming 
doctors, lawyers and so on moving away from the family business. They are seeing how hard their parents 
have to work and are finding out that education can be an option to not have to do the same. Then, on the 
other side, some of their family businesses have become very successful and if they are turning over millions 
some of the kids do not want to go and do a job for say 60k a year. (Ashok) 

I don’t think the new generation care that much, unless they feel guilty but at the end of the day they nor-
mally do what they feel is best for them. Another thing again is the working hours. My Dad used to work 
in the shop for 18 hours a day. That wouldn’t happen now; our kids are trying to be smarter. The new gen-
eration wants to work less. (Ashok) 

Thinking of his son, he added: 

My son is getting education at University. He is 23 now but he does not seem interested in the shop, he has 
only been here a few times. (Ashok) 

  

* 
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Yet, although Ashok lamented the lack of interest in his son he did mind the words of his 
father, noting: 

Of course I would like him to be part of the shop, it’s what my family started but my father always used to 
say to me: ‘You can take a horse to water but you can’t make him drink’. You cannot force people to do 
things that they do not want to do if they are not interested. (Ashok) 

However Ashok still hopes that his son will ultimately come around citing examples of 
family businesses were the children eventually joined the firm after getting educated and 
collecting experience elsewhere. 

Another interesting finding that emerged during the course of the interview was that each 
generation seemed to develop the business in a direction that suited them and their inter-
ests. Ashok for instance mentioned his mother adding female fashion retail as well as a 
barbershop to the original business, while he and his brothers grew the business into a larg-
er chain to move away from the hard work of running a shop and into management of stores (Ashok). 

4.3.2 Role separation 

Ashok affirmed that for him and his family, separating family and business matters, espe-
cially in times of economic difficulties, was not entirely possible. He also mentioned that no 
matter what title or job position his son might achieve in the business in the future, he 
would still always remain his son in his eyes. 

[…] you can’t separate (roles) entirely my son will always be my son it does not matter what position or ti-
tle you give him in my eyes. (Ashok) 

Despite those problems in separating family and business spheres encountered by Ashok 
and his families, he also said that when it came to the separation of tasks and roles within 
the business the different family members tended to have very clear responsibilities. 

[…] each person has responsibility for his or her area (Ashok) 

4.3.3 Conflict 

Generally, Ashok confirmed that family businesses are fertile ground for relationship con-
flicts. 

Relationships are what make family businesses special, but it can create a lot of conflict and people have 
underlying issues and bitterness. For example somebody feels that others are not pulling their weight and 
working as hard as others and everybody has different stages in their lives, good periods and bad, but it’s not 
as easy to walk away in a family business as if it was just a job at a normal company. (Ashok)  

However he also pointed out that one key element in avoiding role and relationship con-
flict within their business was the strict separation of roles and responsibilities they prac-
ticed within their firm. Here different brothers were essentially responsible for different 
parts of the business. Besides, Ashok mentioned the necessity of having a ‘chief’, that being 
a person who decides and has the final authority in business matters. 

I mean it’s always different with siblings and problems can arise when one feels that there’s unfairness but 
in reality not everyone can do everything. I think there has to be one chief if we call it that one person who 
decides. (Ashok)  
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Furthermore, Ashok also noted that due to their Asian-Pakistani cultural heritage, he and 
his brothers tend to respect their elders. According to him, this made resolving pending 
conflicts a lot easier as their elders were respected by all and could thus serve as mediators. 

In general especially in Asian families […] there is respect for the elders, they will normally come in and 
everybody will listen to them. (Ashok) 

In line with this, Ashok also stressed the role of his mother as a peacemaker in the family 
and the firm.  
 
Arguments and conflicts are a part of family businesses sometimes there will be someone who comes in to 
make the peace between everybody in our case it was my mother. […] if you don’t have that person who 
keeps it all together and that everybody listens to you are in for big trouble. (Ashok) 

Citing an example from an acquainted family business in Uganda, Ashok further noted that 
in cases were conflicts within the family business could not be resolved, it was best to split 
up the business or to buy certain family members out before destroying the (remaining) 
family cohesion over it. 

I’ve also seen that family businesses have been destroyed or split up and broken down into different segments 
because of arguments. Normally what would happen is that one would buy the other out or buy another 
warehouse or shop so to minimize the actual amount of time you need to spend together […]. (Ashok) 

4.4 Company D 

Company D is a Swedish interior design company that specialises in flooring and curtains. 
It has an annual turnover of around 2.3 million SEK and was founded in 1971 by Steve 
and his wife Inga. Today, the company is still run by its first generation founder Steve. 
Since his wife Inga retired and his son’s spouse Annika that used to work part-time in the 
firm took on a job elsewhere, the only remaining family members in the company are Steve 
and his son Johnny (see Figure 6). Depending on the economic circumstances and current 
business requirements the company employs up to three additional employees.  

 

Figure 6: Family involvement in Company D 
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4.4.1 Emotional ownership 

The findings in this company as well as the atmosphere during the interview varied greatly 
from the other case companies we investigated. The respondents, owner Steve and son 
Johnny, were rather uptight and monosyllabically in their answers. 

Generally, neither the founding, nor the succeeding generation of Company D directly ex-
pressed their emotional attachment, let alone EO vis-à-vis their family business. When 
questioned about the special meaning, the family business had to them, founder and owner 
Steve declared:  

It is a set of living, easiest way to describe it. (Steve) 

His son Johnny added that the business was something that had to be monitored, but could 
not be compared to a living thing, like a baby. Instead he saw the company as an option to 
make a living, with the added bonus of enjoying certain liberties, like being his own boss 
and not having to work for someone else (I would think it is really hard to have someone over me, 
to be employed, Johnny). He also expressed no desire to grow the company in the future, stat-
ing that:  

I have no need to grow; I just want to have it on an ok level. (Johnny) 

However, despite this seemingly emotionally-detached attitude vis-à-vis their firm, both fa-
ther Steve and son Johnny stressed the close relationship they had to their customers as 
well as the special standing they enjoyed in their community as something important and to 
be proud of. 

4.4.2 Role separation 

Neither Steve nor his son Johnny reported any difficulties in separating their private and 
business lives and this although at some point time both their wives, Lotta as well as Anni-
ka, worked alongside them.  

Even though Steve admitted that many immediately said that it would be divorce when they found out 
that he and his wife worked together, he thought that their relationship actually became 
stronger, also because they strictly tried to separate their home from their business, as well 
as the roles and tasks within the firm itself.  

Since this task and role separation worked quite well in the past, Steve kept it up when his 
son entered the company, meticulously separating their activities all the way down to their 
customers. 

That’s how it has been going for some years, he has his clients, and I have my clients. It becomes a relation-
ship so it’s difficult for someone else to take over. (Besides,) he does flooring, I do curtains. (Steve) 
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4.4.3 Conflict 

When asked about potential conflicts within the family business, Steve affirmed that it 
work(ed) great to collaborate with (his) son, whereas Johnny pointed out that this might be be-
cause they keep their roles and responsibilities strictly separated. Indeed, it has to be noted 
that, since Steve does curtains while Johnny does flooring, and both of them have their 
own customer base, there might not be enough intersections between the both of them for 
frictions to appear. 

Also, when questioned about the time when both of their spouses were still active in the 
family business, both Steve and Johnny claimed that there were no problems whatsoever, 
as both Inga and Annika kept to administrative tasks and did not interfere with their re-
sponsibilities. Besides, Johnny declared that his wife Annika leaving the company to work 
elsewhere was due to purely economic reasons. 

4.5 Company E 

Company E is a Swedish, first and second generation family business that provides elec-
tronic fittings. Founded in 1989, the company has an annual turnover of approximately 
28.4 million SEK and currently employs around 30 employees, four of which are family 
members. Beside, the founder and ultimate owner Barry and his wife Lotta who is respon-
sible for the financial and administrative side of the business, two of their children are ac-
tively involved in the business (see Figure 7), Phillip as full-time electrician and Sophia as 
part-time trainee to gain experience. 

 

Figure 7: Family involvement in Company E 

4.5.1 Emotional ownership 

The first generation had a strong emotional link towards the business. Especially founder 
Barry was cited by his son and wife as often referring to the company as “his baby”.  Son 
Phillip also shared an emotional connection to the firm. Yet, despite him having worked in 
the company for over 7 years, he did not perceive the company as something that he could 
actively help to shape, but rather as something that controlled his and the family’s lives. 

I feel that I have had to mature quickly that I cannot do all the things others my age are doing. […] many 
of my friends are working 7-4 then go home, I can’t. (Phillip) 

There is no situation we cannot take into account the company. We cannot have holidays together now it 
controls our lives. (Phillip) 

* 

* 
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Notwithstanding this rather mixed-emotions vis-à-vis the family business, Phillip stated 
that he felt responsible for the business and was accredited by his mother for often going 
out of his way, for example by sacrificing his holidays, to help the family firm along.  
Moreover, Phillip also expressed a strong desire to take over the firm some day, although 
he was quite firm about not wanting to work with his children, should he have some. 

4.5.2 Role separation 

Both mother and son admitted that it was difficult for them to separate their business and 
private lives. Phillip even stated that: 

I think it's so damn easy that the company takes over one's life. (Phillip) 

Besides, both interviewees voiced their suspicion that this intermingling of different 
spheres had actually impaired their family relations as one gets tired of each other (Phillip). 
Phillip even went so far as to state that he did not even want to see his father outside of 
work anymore. 

Furthermore, there was a fair amount of ambiguity when it came to roles and responsibili-
ties within the business. Beside Lotta doing administration and finance, and her husband 
Barry being the decider, not much had been defined or as Lotta put it, we have grown so things 
have become as they are (Lotta). 

Especially, Phillip lamented this lack of clarity and structure stating that: 

We have roles defined what is lacking is clear guidance, where you can send an email and discuss things 
more formally. There is not. I think you should have more of a structure like a normal company. It is miss-
ing. (Phillip) 

4.5.3 Conflict 

Regarding Company E there were quite a few frictions between father Barry and son Phil-
lip. Our interviewees referred to Barry as often being stressed and just wanting things done 
in his own way and pace. Although both Phillip and Lotta sympathized with him and ac-
credited the effort he had put in the business over the past years, especially Phillip said that 
he was critical of his father’s controlling leadership style and confessed that he would love 
to have a say in the business too. 

He has been working with it (the company) since 18 years and for him there's only his set, though I also 
have two eyes. So I think that something can work well, but then maybe he says “no no no” because it is 
not on his set. Then, it may be a conflict. (Phillip) 

Phillip also mentioned that because of their similar personalities he and his father often have 
it rough (Phillip), even amounting to the point of him not even wanting to see his father 
outside of work. 

Furthermore, both Phillip and Lotta stressed her (Lotta’s) vital role as a peacekeeper in sit-
uations of stress, conflict and tension. Lotta even claimed:  

I don’t think it would work if I hadn’t the role of peacekeeper or peacemaker (Lotta) 

...while Phillip added:  

I think a person like mother is very important especially for me and my dad are very similar.  
(Phillip) 
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4.6 Company F 

Company F is an independent trading company that developed as a spin-off of a second 
generation Egyptian, family business working in shipping. Based in London UK, the com-
pany is run by the two brothers Derek and Mark as well as a non-family secretary. Derek, 
the Managing Director for UK and the secretary are thereby located at the company’s of-
fice in London, whereas Mark is stationed at the site of the original family business in 
Egypt. Beside their own business, both brothers, as well as their other siblings are still in-
volved in the original family business depicted in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Family involvement in the original family business and in Company F 

4.6.1 Emotional ownership  

Generally, our interviewee Derek displayed strong EO towards both, the original family 
business as well as its spin-off, Company F. Yet, Derek too noticed a change in attitude and 
EO towards the family business in the upcoming generation, like his son and nephews. 
Noting, that kids, who are not interested in the family’s business, are unlikely to be an asset 
to the firm, he stated that he would never force his children to join his family business. 
Apart from that he also said that being given freedom to decide on their own projects was 
decisive for children entering a family business to learn and to actually enjoy working there.  

The parents have to let them try; they need freedom with guidance to be able to do it in their way. If they 
share the branches, I would get them involved in all branches. If the branches are separate, I would give cer-
tain people’s kids certain branches. It also depends who is interested in the business […]. They might not 
be interested at all, they might just want to get married and have a family life. It’s like a learning process 
you need to get them in the business so they can learn. If the kids come into the business when they do not 
want to be there it will affect the owners and the operation of the business. Some of the kids will say: ‘it's 
not my thing’ and some will say: ‘yeah this is interesting’, either way you will know where you stand. 
(Derek) 

  

* 
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4.6.2 Role separation  

In terms of separating family and business roles, Managing Director UK, Derek noted that 
it was the danger of family businesses, that the business would become your life, but added that he 
and his family had agreed on rules to separate the two. Furthermore, he remarked that, in 
his opinion, rules were the one most important thing when starting a family business. 

The rules; Rules for the company and rules for the family, for example all the questions you are asking (suc-
cession, roles and responsibilities, bringing in new family members), they should sit down and discuss at the 
beginning so they do not have to deal with it when it happens. You can’t say for example who you should 
marry or how many kids a person should have, but you can say if this happens there are rules for it and if 
for example you can’t give the required time to the business, this is what will happen, because everybody is 
aware of the rules from the beginning. (Derek) 

Despite being a spin-off, a clear separation of tasks, roles and responsibilities was also giv-
en, both, between Company F and the original family business, as well as within the organ-
ization itself. Apart from Mark being stationed at the original family firm’s location in 
Egypt, the business dealings between the two companies were completely separated.  
In addition to the local separation, the brothers also practiced a strict separation of roles 
and responsibilities within Company F- with one being responsible for buying and the oth-
er one being responsible for selling the products.  

To help role separation and prevent special treatment of family members in cases were en-
larged families were involved Derek furthermore proposed to make different parents re-
sponsible for the supervision of different kids. According to him, this would take away the 
emotional bias a father or mother might have vis-à-vis his/her own offspring, thereby ef-
fectively preventing that a blind eye was turned on inappropriate or harmful behaviour by 
family member employees. 

Another interesting point that emerged during the interview was, that although the research 
respond affirmed that it’s better to separate family and business, because you can make mistakes when 
emotions are involved, he mentioned that working with family members was advantageous as 
they are not going to walk out on you, (and) they are willing to go the extra mile [...] so you get more out of 
family members (Derek). Furthermore he also noted trust as an important factor, facilitating 
work processes in family firms. 

The benefit of doing it with family is trust. It would be different with someone who is not family. We trust 
each other. I would be worried if it was not a family member, that for example the other person is selling the 
products or a certain quantity of the products and not being honest and pocketing […]. When dealing with-
in the family we trust each other. (Derek) 
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4.6.3 Conflict 

When it came to preventing and dealing with conflicts in family firms Derek stressed that 
there needs to be one person who decides […] (and) takes the business decisions (Derek). Furthermore, 
he affirmed that having clear roles and not intruding into the area(s) of responsibility of 
others was key to maintaining good work relations and avoiding conflict.  

All the time we work together, but he has his role and I have mine. Our duty to the business is different. 
The principal here is that you must divide the jobs.  I don’t think we could share duties. (Derek)  

We disagreed on price sometimes and had a difference of opinion of what was the best option, it was very 
important here that we have different duties and that we were aware of who was supposed to do what and 
who has what responsibility. For example I was buying the products it was my role to get best price. As 
Mark was doing the calculations he is more aware of costs, what we can sell for, what is going to be a good 
deal. (Derek) 

Besides, […] it is very important that you […] understand how your part of the work is important to the 
other. This way it makes it easier to pinpoint if there are any problems, where they are and whose duty it is 
(Derek). 

Apart from that, Derek also mentioned the necessity to stay open to what other people had 
to say, listen to their opinion and above all put the good of the company first. 

My parents have gone through hiccups but you need to talk and always respect each other, not discuss it in 
front of other employees. Like I said they have to be precise with whose responsibility is what and who is re-
sponsible for doing what, to be clear and precise who is best for doing what and make it very clear who is 
best for the job and what they are going to do. (Derek) 

You have to be willing to listen. […] In a family business you need to respect each other. To protect the 
business must come first. If it’s for the good of the business maybe it (a new proposition) can help, but it (the 
discussion) should be kept within the family. It’s very important to know who has responsibility for what. 
(Derek) 
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4.7 Summary of empirical findings 

Table 2: Key words and summary of empirical findings 

Emotional ownership (EO) 

Key 
words 

Psychological ownership: 

 It's my baby […](Julie, Company B) 

 It’s (the company) his (founder Barry’s) baby. (Phillip, Company E) 

 It (the firm) becomes like your baby […] (Derek, Company F) 

Social identification: 

 My heart is here and has always been […]. I'm grown up in it. (Julie, Company B) 

 […] when it’s your name, you have responsibility […] (Ulrika, Company A) 

 It (the firm) became part of us (Ashok & his siblings). (Ashok, Company C) 

Affective organizational commitment: 

 I love my business. It’s my brainchild. […] I worked of course also during my father’s time 
[…] (Julie, Company B) 

 You must look after the business (Johnny, Company D) 

 Sometimes you give all your energy to the business […] (Derek, Company F) 

 It feels good to help out [...], when your parents built something and worked so hard [...] 
(Ashok, Company C) 

 There is no situation we cannot take into account the company (Phillip, Company E) 

Findings 
Summary 

With the exception of the respondents in Company D, all interviewees displayed 
strong EO towards the family firm. 

Yet, the strength of this connection differed from generation to generation.  

It was strongest among the founding generation and the family members currently in 
charge of the business, but seemed to decline for the subsequent generation.  

It is also noteworthy that the longer a family member was in charge and the more 
scope for design he/she had the stronger his/her connection to the family business 
grew. 
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Separation of roles  

Key 
words 

Difficulties in separating family and business spheres / work- and family related roles 

 [...] it’s so damn easy that the company takes over one’s life (Phillip, Company E) 

 It is the danger of family businesses that the business becomes you life […]. (Derek, 
Company F) 

 I can’t separate the kids in and out of work 100%. (Julie, Company B) 

 […] you can’t separate (roles) entirely my son will always be my son it does not matter 
what position or title you give him in my eyes. (Ashok, Company C) 

Clear-cut roles 

 I am the brakes and Dennis is the gas and it’s always good to have both (Ulrika, Com-
pany A) 

 […] each person has responsibility for his or her area. (Ashok, Company C) 

 […] he has his clients, I have my clients. It becomes a relationship so it’s difficult for some-
one else to take over. (Besides,) he does flooring, I do curtains. (Steve, Company D) 

 We have roles defined what is lacking is clear guidance, where you can send an email and 
discuss things more formally. There is not. I think you should have more of a structure like 
a normal company. It is missing. (Phillip, Company E) 

 All the time we work together, but he has his role and I have mine. Our duty to the busi-
ness is different. (Derek, Company F) 

Findings 
Summary 

Except for Company D, all research respondents confirmed that they had problems 
in separating private and business roles, with some companies implementing written 
& tacit rules to try to keep them separated. 

Company A and B had clear roles for the people currently in charge, but not for the 
upcoming generation. Company D, E and F highlighted that clearly separating the 
roles between the family members involved was fundamental for the functioning of 
the business.  

Generally, the separation of roles helped clarify the tasks and responsibility and made 
individuals within the family business aware of what they were supposed to do within 
the firm.  
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Conflicts 

Key 
words 

(Dealing with) conflicts: 

 Relationships are what make family businesses special, but it can create a lot of conflict and 
people have underlying issues and bitterness. For example somebody feels that others are not 
pulling their weight and working as hard as others […] but it’s not as easy to walk away 
in a family business as if it was just a normal company (Ashok, Company C) 

 I think conflict is part of the business. Sometimes after a conflict it can go days, weeks, even 
months – in a few instances, without communication and agreement. What we often do then 
is bring others into the discussion. Some of our employees have been with us so long now, we 
consider them family. (Ulrika, Company A) 

 My parents have gone through hiccups but you need to talk and always respect each other, 
not discuss it in front of other employees. Like I said they have to be precise with whose re-
sponsibility is what and who is responsible for doing what, to be clear and precise who is 
best for doing what and make it very clear who is best for the job and what they are going to 
do. (Derek, Company F) 

 You have to be willing to listen. […] In a family business you need to respect each other. 
To protect the business must come first. (Derek, Company F) 

 The rules; Rules for the company and rules for the family, for example all the questions you 
are asking (succession, roles and responsibilities, bringing in new family members), they 
should sit down and discuss at the beginning so they do not have to deal with it when it 
happens. (Derek, Company F) 

 The principal here is that you must divide the jobs.  I don’t think we could share duties. 
(Derek, Company F) 

Role of a peacekeeper/decider in dealing with conflicts: 

 I don’t think it would work if I hadn’t the role of peacekeeper or peacemaker (Lotta, 
Company E) / I think a person like mother is very important especially for, me and my 
dad are very similar. (Phillip, Company E) 

 Arguments and conflicts are a part of family businesses sometimes there will be someone 
who comes in to make the peace between everybody in our case it was my mother. […] if 
you don’t have that person who keeps it all together and that everybody listens to you are in 
for big trouble. (Ashok, Company C) 

 I think there has to be one chief if we call it that one person who decides. (Ashok, Com-
pany C)  

Cultural factor(s): 

 In general especially in Asian families […] there is respect for the elders, they will normally 
come in and everybody will listen to them. (Ashok, Company C) 

Finding 
Summary 

All interviewees agreed that conflict was likely if someone interfered within their des-
ignated role or area of responsibility. Besides, aall companies agreed that a strict sepa-
ration of roles was pivotal in avoiding conflict.  

Companies C & F thereby stressed the necessity of clear rules & a “decider”, whereas 
Companies C & E recognized the role of a “peacekeeper”.  

Besides, Company C also mentioned the influence of the family members’ cultural 
background (that being the respect for their elders) as a decisive factor in preventing 
and dealing with conflicts, while company F pointed at the role of trust. 

Only Company A mentioned the role of non-family employees as conflict mediators. 
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5 Analysis 

The fifth chapter of this thesis aims at fulfilling the research’s purpose by combining the study’s empirical 
findings with the theoretical approaches outlined in Chapter 2. The investigation is thereby conducted follow-
ing a two-step process. First, the empirical findings of the distinct case companies are cross-analyzed. Then 
the emerging patterns are formulated into a general theory.  

5.1 Emotional ownership 

Generally, all research respondents showed varying degrees of EO towards their family 
businesses. Examining their statements and the way they referred to their organizations it 
became apparent that especially the psychological ownership and social identification di-
mensions of EO (Björnberg & Nicholson, 2012; cf. Chapter 2.2), were prevalent.  

Except, for the respondents in Company D that were generally rather contained in voicing 
their opinions, all interviewees referred to their organizations in an affective tone and were 
fairly proud and enthusiastic when talking about them. A good example for this, that addi-
tionally reflected all three dimensions of EO (psychological ownership, social identification 
and affective commitment), could be found in Company B, when joint-owner Julie talked 
about her feelings towards her family firm. 

It’s my baby. I love my business. It’s my brainchild. But what should I say; my heart is here and has al-
ways been. Additionally I worked of course also during my father’s time; I’m grown up in it.  
(Julie) 

Also the research respondents from Company A, E and F referred to their companies re-
peatedly as “their babies”, thereby signalling their affect towards as well as their psycholog-
ical ownership of the businesses.  

Examples for social identification of family members with their organization could moreo-
ver be found within Companies A, B and C, when Ulrika (Company A) related to the com-
pany as her responsibility because it carried the family’s name, Julie (Company B) referred 
to it as the ‘place where her heart is’, and Ashok (Company C) affirmed that the company 
became ‘a part of him’. 

Besides all research respondents agreed that a family firm was something that needed to be 
taken care of, thereby demonstrating their commitment to the firm. 

It feels good to help out [...], when your parents built something and worked so hard [...] (Ashok, Com-

pany C) 

You must look after the business (Johnny, Company D) 

There is no situation we cannot take into account the company (Phillip, Company E)  

Sometimes you give all your energy to the business […] (Derek, Company F) 
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Even though the research respondents from Company D, Steve and Johnny, never directly 
voiced their emotional attachment to the firm, the existence of at least some EO towards 
the firm could be inferred from the fact that they both claimed to appreciate the special 
standing they, due to the business, enjoyed in their community and above all with their cus-
tomers. Besides, especially Johnny stressed the value of the freedoms attached to running 
one’s own business, which might also be interpreted as a sign of him voicing his emotions 
toward the family business. However the levels of EO found within this company are quite 
low when compared to the other case companies. Yet, these comparatively low levels of 
EO detected in Company D, might actually help to explain son Johnny’s lacking ambition 
to grow the firm in the future as well as the seeming lack of conflicts within the firm (see 
Chapter 5.4). 

Generally, EO was found to be especially strong among the founding generation as well as 
the generation currently in charge of the business operations, but seemed to decline for the 
following generation. Evidence for this could be found within Companies B, C and F, 
where the research respondents lamented the next generation’s lack of interest in the family 
firm. Conversely, the wish expressed by many of our research respondents that their chil-
dren would take over the family firm eventually can be interpreted as an expression of their 
strong EO towards the firm. 

Besides, EO seemed to be stronger the longer the respective family member was involved 
in the family firm and the more influence he could exert or was exerting over the business 
or parts of it. An example illustrating this can be found within Company B. 

This is now a little special because it (original store) is the first product that's kind of like if I say I love my 
first child more on my part than my late addition. It can probably be because I am more involved in the op-
eration here. With the (second store) I go just down and make the administrative stuff once a week. So yes, 
there’s more love to this shop if I'm honest. (Julie, Company B) 

Furthermore, each generation seemed to develop the business in a direction that suited 
them and their interests. Ashok (Company C) for instance mentioned his mother adding 
female fashion retail as well as a barbershop to the original business, while he and his 
brothers grew the business into a larger chain to move away from the hard work of running a shop 
and into management of stores (Ashok). Derek (Company F) also mentioned that Company F 
developed out of the original shipping family business, because he and his brother Mark 
were interested in trading and wanted to create something on and for their own.  

One possibility to explain these findings on EO is to relate them to Pierce et al.’s, (2001) 
investigations on psychological ownership (cf. Chapter 2.2.1). According to Pierce et al., 
(2001) psychological ownership arises out of a person’s desire to (1) affect their environ-
ment, (2) identify him-/herself with the target of ownership and (3) have a place to belong 
to. Thus since EO contains a psychological ownership component it is conceivable that 
EO is stronger among the founding/currently leading generation, than the following one, 
simply because the founding/currently leading generation had had more time and scope to 
(1) affect the direction of the firm, (2) identify themselves with it and (3) make it their 
home, thereby effectively increasing their bond with the firm. Similarly, the finding that 
each generation developed the business in a direction that suited their interest can be inter-
preted as their try to strengthen their bond with the firm, by making the company resemble 
their interest so increasing the room of self-identification with the firm.  
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5.2 Role separation 

Consistent with prior investigations on roles within family businesses (e.g. Beehr et al., 
1997; Hall, 2012), all research respondents, except Johnny and Steve from Company D, 
admitted that they had difficulties in keeping their private and business lives – meaning 
their family- and business related roles, separate. 

Julie (Company B) for instance affirmed that she did not believe it possible to separate the 
kids in and out of work 100%, while Ashok (Company C) said that no matter what job posi-
tion his son might achieve in the family business would always remain his son in his eyes.  

[…] you can’t separate (roles) entirely my son will always be my son it does not matter what position or ti-
tle you give him in my eyes. (Ashok) 

Similarly Ulrika (Company A) mentioned that she can never really switch off , Phillip (Company 
E) noted that [...] it’s so damn easy that the company takes over one’s life and Derek (Company F) 
added that it was the danger of family businesses that the business becomes you life […]. 

Alone the research respondents from Company D, Steve and Johnny, did not state similar 
experiences. On the contrary when questioned about it Steve declared that although many 
people told him that starting a family business together with his wife and working together 
with his son and spouse would never work out, he has never felt that the business was 
straining their family relations, but that they had become stronger in the course. 

Furthermore, in line with Memili et al., (2013), all interviewees believed that managing and 
separating their dual roles of being a family member and business employee at the same 
time was an integral part to secure the functioning of their businesses. Ulrika (Company A) 
for instance affirmed that to prevent their work-roles from impacting on their family-roles, 
she and her family agreed on special rules to separate the two, one of them for instance be-
ing not to discuss business matters at home. Similarly, Derek (Company F) named rules 
regulating the roles and responsibilities within the family and the firm, as the one most im-
portant thing when running a family business. 

The rules; Rules for the company and rules for the family, for example all the questions you are asking (suc-
cession, roles and responsibilities, bringing in new family members), they should sit down and discuss at the 
beginning so they do not have to deal with it when it happens. You can’t say for example who you should 
marry or how many kids a person should have, but you can say if this happens there are rules for it and if 
for example you can’t give the required time to the business, this is what will happen, because everybody is 
aware of the rules from the beginning. (Derek) 

Apart from that Ulrika (Company A) and Julie (Company B) also noted that to keep family 
and work related roles within the business separate and ensure good working relationships 
between the family- and non-family employees it was important (for them) to avoid double 
standards and ensure that all employees were treated equally. Ulrika for instance mentioned 
that should her daughter want to join the family firm for real she would have to start at the 
bottom like anyone else, while Julie said: 

I try to treat the kids as the other employees at work […] to make sure it’s fair on everybody. 

Another finding that emerged during the course of this research was that the work roles 
between the family members of the generation currently in charge of the business were 
commonly well defined and clear cut, whereas those of the family members of the succes-
sive generation were rather vague.  
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Ashok (Company C) for instance admitted that within their company […] each person has re-
sponsibility for his or her (own) area; while Derek (Company F) said although he and his brother 
were collaborating all the time they still had different roles and responsibilities. 

All the time we work together, but he has his role and I have mine. Our duty to the business is different. 
(Derek) 

Moreover, the work roles of those family members also seemed to complement each other. 
Good illustrations of this point can be found within Company A and B. When talking 
about their distinct roles Ulrika (Company A) for instance said: 

Dennis is the accelerator and I’m the brake. We complement each other, we create balance in the same way 
as I am front of the house and he is back of the house. (Ulrika) 

Whereas Julie (Company B) noted that despite their shared formal title and equal owner-
ship stakes, Jake was the one leading and driving the business while she was the one man-
aging and administering it. 

Yet, these clear-cut work roles seemed only to prevail for the generation currently in 
charge. Julie (Company B) for instance admitted that she and Jake never even thought 
about potential work roles for their children. 

I do not know. I have not even thought about this, I think about it now. (Julie)  

Similarly, second generation family-member Phillip (Company E) complained about lacking 
clarity and guidance of how to behave in his role. 

We have roles defined what is lacking is clear guidance, where you can send an email and discuss things 
more formally. There is not. I think you should have more of a structure like a normal company. It is miss-
ing. (Phillip) 

While his mother Lotta (Company E) added that since their company has grown things have 
become as they are. 

Yet, an interesting stance on this matter was taken by Company A. Although Ulrika admit-
ted that they had no clearly defined roles for the upcoming generation, she also signalled 
their willingness to adjust the children’s future roles according to their capabilities. 

The kids will be a part of the business. They will need to start from the bottom to learn more about all the 
different business areas and then from there we will see. We have no clear roles for them, we will adapt 
around them and see what we think suits them and what we think they can be good at within the business. 
(Ulrika, Company A) 
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5.3 Conflict 

In line with previous findings by Beehr et al., (1997), Kellermanns and Eddleston (2004, 
2007) and Memili et al., (2013), all our research respondents generally confirmed a height-
ened conflict potential within family firms. Referring to the special enmeshment of family 
and business spheres commonly present in family businesses, Derek (Company F) for in-
stance noted that it’s better to separate family and business because when emotions are involved (as) you 
can make mistakes and Ashok (Company C) recognised that while the special relationships 
existing between family members in family firms are what make those organizations special, 
they are also a main cause for conflicts. 

Relationships are what make family businesses special, but it can create a lot of conflict and people have 
underlying issues and bitterness. For example somebody feels that others are not pulling their weight and 
working as hard as others and everybody has different stages in their lives, good periods and bad, but it’s not 
as easy to walk away in a family business as if it was just a normal company (Ashok, Company C).  

Besides, Ashok (Company D) as well as Derek (Company F) noticed the existence of more 
severe conflicts in family firms which they believed to be due to a family member’s general 
inability to avoid the conflict and/or leave the firm– problems also noted by Beehr et al. 
(1997) and Schulze et al., (2013a). 

Indications of such severe (relationship) conflicts were found within Company A. Here 
joint-owner Ulrika remarked. 

I think conflict is part of the business. Sometimes after a conflict it can go days, weeks, even months – in a 
few instances, without communication and agreement. What we often do then is bring others into the discus-
sion. Some of our employees have been with us so long now, we consider them family. (Ulrika)  

Besides relationship conflicts our interviewees named role conflicts, especially those evolv-
ing around (ambiguously defined) work roles, as a major cause of conflict within their busi-
nesses. Generally, all our interviewees agreed that conflicts were likely to occur if someone 
interfered with what they perceived to be their role or area of responsibility. It thus comes 
as no surprise that they specifically stressed the need to clearly separate work and family re-
lated roles as well as to clearly define and divide the roles and responsibilities within the 
business as main strategy to prevent conflicts. 

Like I said, they have to be precise with whose responsibility is what and who is responsible for doing what, 
to be clear and precise who is best for doing what and make it very clear who is best for the job and what 
they are going to do. (Derek, Company F) 

In terms of separating their work and family related roles and avoiding conflicts between 
family and non-family employees, as well as in line with Danes et al., (1999) who named 
perceived injustice as a major source of relationship conflict, our research respondents un-
derlined the need to treat family- and non-family employees equally.  

I try to treat the kids as the other employees at work […] to make sure it’s fair on everybody. (Julie, 
Company B) 

When working in the company, the kids need to be a part of the group it’s very important that they are not 
our kids. (Julie, Company) 
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Another measure for preventing or dealing with conflict that was frequently named was the 
establishment of formal rules.  

The rules; Rules for the company and rules for the family, for example all the questions you are asking (suc-
cession, roles and responsibilities, bringing in new family members), they should sit down and discuss at the 
beginning so they do not have to deal with it when it happens. You can’t say for example who you should 
marry or how many kids a person should have, but you can say if this happens there are rules for it and if 
for example you can’t give the required time to the business, this is what will happen, because everybody is 
aware of the rules from the beginning. (Derek, Company F) 

Moreover, Companies C, E and F also mentioned the role of a decider and/or peacekeeper 
as a decisive factor in mitigating conflicts. 

I mean it’s always different with siblings and problems can arise when one feels that there’s unfairness but 
in reality not everyone can do everything. I think there has to be one chief if we call it that one person who 
decides. (Ashok, Company C) 

There needs to be one person who decides in small family businesses […]. (Derek, Company F) 

Arguments and conflicts are a part of family businesses sometimes there will be someone who comes in to 
make the peace between everybody in our case it was my mother. […] if you don’t have that person who 
keeps it all together and that everybody listens to you are in for big trouble. (Ashok, Company C) 

The importance of the role of the peacekeeper was thereby particularly stressed by the re-
spondents from Company E, who admitted that they due to the prominent presence of the 
owner as well as a lack of formalized structures (cf. Harvey & Evans, 1994) repeatedly had 
to deal with disagreements.  

I don’t think it would work if I hadn’t the role of peacekeeper or peacemaker (Lotta, Company E)  

I think a person like mother is very important especially for; I and my dad are very similar. (Phillip, 
Company E) 

Another interesting finding that emerged during the interviews with Ashok (Company C) 
and Derek (Company F) was that there may also be cultural and family-related factors im-
pacting on a family firm’s ability to deal with conflicts. Ashok named a cultural factor, 
namely the general respect for the elders within the Asian-Pakistani culture as an important 
mitigating factor, while Derek alluded to the respectful association and trust among the 
members in his family (family-related factors) as integral when dealing with conflicts. 

In general especially in Asian families […] there is respect for the elders, they will normally come in and 
everybody will listen to them. (Ashok, Company C)  

My parents have gone through hiccups but you need to talk and always respect each other, not discuss it in 
front of other employees. Like I said they have to be precise with whose responsibility is what and who is re-
sponsible for doing what, to be clear and precise who is best for doing what and make it very clear who is 
best for the job and what they are going to do. (Derek, Company F) 
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You have to be willing to listen. […] In a family business you need to respect each other. To protect the 
business must come first. If it’s for the good of the business maybe it (a new proposition) can help, but it (the 
discussion) should be kept within the family. It’s very important to know who has responsibility for what. 
(Derek, Company F) 

The benefit of doing it with family here is the trust. It would be different with someone who is not family. 
We trust each other. I would be worried if it was not a family member, that for example the other person is 
selling the products or a certain quantity of the products and not being honest and pocketing […] you know 
what I mean. […] when dealing within the family we trust each other. (Derek, Company F) 

Moreover, both Ashok (Company C) and Derek (Company F) stated that in cases were 
conflicts within the family business could not be resolved, they would rather split up the 
business or buy certain family members out, than destroy the (remaining) family cohesion 
over it. 

I’ve also seen that family businesses have been destroyed or split up and broken down into different segments 
because of arguments. Normally what would happen is that one would buy the other out or buy another 
warehouse or shop so to minimize the actual amount of time you need to spend together […]. (Ashok, 
Company C) 

Finally, it is also interesting to note that out of our sample of case companies, only the re-
spondents from Company D claimed to never have experienced any sort of conflict among 
the family members working in the family firm.  

I think it works great to collaborate with my son. (Steve, Company D). 

This somewhat surprising finding can be explained in several ways. The easiest explanation 
is probably, that, while in reality there are some conflicts, the research respondents were 
simply reluctant to disclose this fact to the researchers. This may especially have been the 
case since family business owner Steve and his son Johnny were interviewed together, pos-
sibly making them more reluctant to touch upon sensitive topics. The second explanation 
for this apparent lack of conflicts within Company D may be traced back to the very strict 
separation of roles and responsibilities practiced in that company, where father and son not 
only distribute their tasks (the father doing curtains and the son flooring), but also their 
customers among each other, hence leaving very little room for frictions to appear. Finally, 
it is also possible that their comparatively low levels of EO might have had something to 
do with it. This is because EO was, due to its conceptual closeness to psychological owner-
ship, assumed to increase the occurrence/intensity of role and (subsequent) relationship 
conflicts within family firms (see Chapter 2), implying that low levels of EO might actually 
help to decrease this risk. 
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5.4 Summary: EO’s influence on role and relationship conflicts 

within family firms 

As established in Chapter 2, this thesis assumed that because of its special characteristics 
EO would influence role and relationship conflicts within family firms. Specifically, it was 
hypothesized that the connection between EO on the one hand and role and relationship 
conflict on the other hand would constitute a two-step relationship, with EO directly influ-
encing the occurrence/intensity of role conflicts and indirectly that of relationship con-
flicts(see Chapter 2.3). In reality however the relation between EO and role and relation-
ship conflict seems to be less straightforward and far more complex than expected.  

Based on the previous analysis of the empirical findings (Chapters 5.1 to 5.3), the revised 
connection between EO and role and relationship conflicts is depicted in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Revised connection between EO and Role and Relationship conflict; Source: own 

Generally, EO was found to be especially strong among the founding/currently leading 
generation, but declining for the subsequent one(s). Moreover, it was discovered that EO 
tended to be stronger for those family members that had been working in the business for 
quite some time and/or had their designated area(s) of responsibility over which they could 
exert control. Simultaneously, it was unveiled that the (work-) roles of the family members 
from the first/currently leading generation were commonly well-defined and clear-cut, 
while those of the remaining family employees were rather ambiguous. So, since the family 
members that showed particular strong EO towards their family firm, were normally also 
those that had pretty well-defined roles, it is reasonable to conclude that there is some kind 
of connection between EO and (work-) roles. However, as it remains unclear whether 
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those individuals exert stronger EO because they have clearly defined roles making it easier 
for them to identify themselves with (parts of) the company, or whether they have clearly 
defined roles because their strong bond to the company drives them to find/carve out are-
as of responsibility for themselves, this relation is represented by circular arrows (1). Fur-
thermore, empirical evidence shows that there is a connection between (strong) EO of 
family members and the occurrence of role conflicts. A good example for this is company 
E, where the strong emotional bond and sense of responsibility son Phillip felt for the 
company led to continued frictions with his father, who, because of his rather controlling 
leadership style, did not give Phillip the freedom to enact what, in his eyes, constituted his 
role in the company. The converse is true for Company D, the organization with the weak-
est EO in our sample. Here, neither father nor son reported any problems in working to-
gether. Yet, the fact that only Company E admitted an increased occurrence of role con-
flicts, despite its family members exhibiting similar levels of EO, as those in case compa-
nies A, B, C and F, indicates that there might be other factors influencing the link between 
(strong) EO and the occurrence of role conflicts that is indicated by (2) in the model. 
Based on the empirical analysis those factors, called (3) mediators in the model, include (i) 
rules and regulations to separate work- and family related roles as well as work roles within 
the company, (ii) cultural factors such as “respect for the elders”, as well as (iii) family-
related factors, like the existence of a “peacemaker”, “decider”, strong family cohesion or 
trust among the family and its members. Next, there is a direct link between the occur-
rence/intensity of role conflicts and that of relationship conflicts, indicated by arrow (4). 
This connection between role and relationship conflicts, that had already been established 
by researchers like Harvey & Evans (1994), was confirmed in our study by all our research 
respondents unanimously agreeing that it would mean conflict if someone was to intrude 
into their (work-) role/area of responsibility. Finally, the connection between EO and rela-
tionship conflicts remains indirect, indicated by (5) the dotted arrow in the model. This is 
because, although most of our case companies reported a heightened risk of relationship 
conflicts within their family firms, none of the examples named could be directly linked to 
EO.  

Since our analysis revealed a decreased occurrence of role and relationship conflicts in fam-
ily firms that separated their family- and business related roles as well as their roles and re-
sponsibilities within the family firm clearly, one major recommendation for other practi-
tioners is to follow suit and install similar regulations/governance mechanisms. One idea 
might for instance be not to discuss business matters at home or approach family member 
employees at their day off to discuss business matters. Similarly, one might also want to ac-
quaint the next generation early on with the business by providing them with their own, 
designated area of responsibility. In doing so one cannot only avoid that the young family 
members are interfering with the responsibilities of other family or non-family employees, 
but also provide them the freedom and space they need to determine and develop their ca-
pabilities. Furthermore, our study suggests that family related factors such as family cohe-
sion or trust can decrease the risk of role and relationship conflicts. It may thus be advisa-
ble to invest some time and effort into the nurturing and maintenance of good family rela-
tions and foster open and honest communication as well as a respectful association among 
each other. Moreover, since (socioemotional) roles such has the “peacekeeper” or “decid-
er” were found to be useful tools in mitigating conflicts one might want to treat and foster 
those individuals able to take over and fill in these roles with particular care.  
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6 Conclusion, Contributions and Suggestions for fur-

ther Research 

This final chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing its main points, pinpointing its theoretical and prac-
tical contributions and providing suggestions for further research.  

6.1 Conclusion 

To advance the general understanding of role and relationship conflicts within a family 
business setting, this thesis explored the role, the family owners’/employees’ EO played in 
this context.  

Confirming the researchers’ initial assumption that EO would have an influence on the oc-
currence and/or intensity of role and subsequent relationship conflicts within family firms, 
it was found that those case companies, where the family owners/employees exhibited 
strong EO, also seemed to have a heightened risk of role (and subsequent relationship) 
conflicts. However, the empirical findings also indicated that whether this connection be-
tween (strong) EO on the one hand and increased occurrence of role and (subsequent) re-
lationship conflicts on the other hand would come to pass, was dependent on a number of 
factors. The influencing factors determined in this study include (i) the existence of rules 
and regulations to govern the separation of family- and work-related roles within the family 
and the firm, (ii) family-related factors, like the existence of a “peacemaker” and/or “decid-
er”, strong family cohesion and/or trust among the family and its members, as well as (iii) 
cultural factors such as “respect for the elders”.  

Moreover, there also seemed to be a link between role separation and the strengths of EO 
exhibited by the family members active in the firm. Specifically, it was found that those 
family members that had clearly defined (work-) roles within the business were also those 
that exhibited stronger EO towards the family firm, when compared to those with more 
ambiguous work roles in the firm. Yet, it remains unclear whether the relatively stronger 
EO of those family owners/employees is caused by their clear-cut (work-) roles, or wheth-
er they have clear-cut work roles, because they had stronger EO to begin with. Besides, 
there is also the possibility that EO and role separation are mutually reinforcing each other. 
(Strong) EO might for example lead family owners/employees to carve out areas of re-
sponsibilities for themselves in the organization, leading to clearly defined (work-) roles. 
These clearly defined (work-) roles might then facilitate those individuals’ self-identification 
with the firm and provide them with a sense of belonging, which once again strengthens 
their emotional bond (EO) to the firm and so on and so forth. 
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6.2 Contributions 

First, our findings contribute to current literature on role and relationship conflicts within a 
family business setting by incorporating a family business specific factor, namely EO, into 
the analysis of this phenomenon. In doing so, we were able to uncover and theorize a con-
nection between family owners’/employees’ emotional ownership of the firm and the oc-
currence/intensity of role and subsequent relationship conflicts within that organization. 
These findings complement the still limited conflict research within the family firm setting 
and offer new insights into how family firm dynamics can impact on the occurrence.  
Besides, the model established in this thesis may prove to be a promising point of depar-
ture for further studies wanting to explore the role of family firm specific factors in the 
formation of (role/relationship) conflicts within family businesses. 

Furthermore, by applying Björnberg and Nicholson’s (2012) emotional ownership concept 
to the analysis of role and relationship conflicts, we were able to contribute to the empirical 
grounding and validation of this concept. 

On the practical side, our research results also provide valuable insights for practitioners. 
By showing and discerning factors that are likely to have an impact on whether or not 
(strong) EO will lead to an increased occurrence of role conflicts, this studies depicts vari-
ous routes practitioners, wanting to prevent/mitigate role and relationship conflicts within 
their family businesses, can take. Since rules separating family and business related roles, as 
well as work roles within the business, were shown to decrease the likelihood of occurring 
role conflicts, enacting corresponding regulations and/or governance mechanism may be a 
good choice. Furthermore, as family cohesion and trust also seemed to impact on the link 
between EO and role conflict, fostering family relations and trust among family members 
is a further suggestion practitioners, wanting to prevent and/or mitigate conflict, might 
want to bear in mind. 

6.3 Suggestions for further research 

Both because of its empirical findings as well as because of its delimitations, this thesis 
provides room for further research.  

First, since the sample size of this thesis was comparatively small one might want to repeat 
this study using a greater sample size. Doing so will not only increase the study’s trustwor-
thiness, but possibly also provide a more detailed picture of the family related factors that 
were hypothesized to impact on the EO-role conflict link. 

Moreover, repeating this study using groups of case companies from different cultural 
backgrounds and comparing them among each other may be worthwhile, to see whether, 
and if so which, cultural factors do influence the EO-conflict relationship.  

Further quantitative research might also want to test the relationships established in the 
‘EO and Role and Relationship conflict model’, presented in this thesis. Besides, it might 
also be interesting to examine the concrete nature of the EO-role separation relation found 
in this study. 

Summing-up, we hope that our study will prove useful in inspiring and providing a base for 
further research in this topic area. 
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Appendix 1: Vignette 

Extralok ltd is a family run chain of pharmacies supplying medical goods as well as a selec-
tion of sporting products, with a current total of 7 stores. The company is made up of 
three brothers, their wives and their respective children.   

The 1st generation is currently discussing which business tasks to assign to the 2nd genera-
tion family members. Since the skills of the 2nd generation do not match entirely with the 
family business’ current requirements they are unsure of how to deal with this situation. 
Yet they all agree that succession planning is important for the future of the organization 
and each brother feels that his respective children have the greatest potential to lead the 
firm in the future. As the brothers have been making negative comments about one anoth-
er’s children and why they feel they do not have the skills to take on such a responsibility, 
this has however created a tense atmosphere and a lot of conflict in the organization. 

Furthermore there also have been rumours about a potential buyout with a fair price men-
tioned but a need to give up 51% of the shares. This would mean a substantial amount of 
money at the price of a considerable loss of control. The oldest brother wants to sell as he 
is tired after all the hours he has put into the business and his wife is also nagging him to 
do so. The younger brother, who is against selling, has told her to stay out of the discussion 
as she has not been active in the business anyway. He is also suspicious of her motives of 
driving her husband to sell. The middle brother has been listening to the argumentation 
and feels both brothers have a point. He feels that the family name and the relationship 
they have built with their customers over the years are very important to them and the suc-
cess of their business and thus not something to treat lightly, but he also understands his 
elder brothers wish to cut back and reap some of the fruits of his past work.  

How would you solve this situation to move forward?  
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Appendix 2: Interview guide 

 Could you please start by introducing your family business and tell me about 
the people within.  

 What is your feeling towards the business  

 Can you give examples of when you have felt this way? (RQ1/RQ2) 

 How would you describe the feelings of the family members towards the 
business?  

Do you feel that all family members involved have a strong emotional bond 
to it? Why (not)? 

 Do you see emotions in your business as a positive or negative thing? A mix-
ture of both? Please give an example. 

 What is your understanding of other individuals within the family firm and 
their emotions towards the business 

 Does it happen that someone in the family gets very much attached to the 
business, almost as if it was their baby? Can you give examples? 

 How do you deal with attachment when people’s emotions give them a sense 
of ownership to the family business? 

 Did you understand some of the issues for Extralok Ltd.? How do you feel 
about them? 

 Do you think this could happen in a family firm? Why/Why not? 

 Does any of the above remind you of situations in your own business? Can 
you give examples 

 It can be argued that conflicts can have both a positive as well as a negative 
impact on family businesses. In which situations do you think conflicts are 
positive (or negative)? Why?  

 Can you give an example of a conflict situation within your family business 
and describe what happened 

 When and if arguments occur within the family do they tend to be focused on 
tasks or people? Can you explain or give an example 

 Have you ever been in a situation or have knowledge of a situation where it is 
unclear who the leadership is coming from within the family business? Can 
you give examples 

 Have you ever been in the situation where you felt you would fire somebody 
but didn’t because they were family 

 If family members share dual roles for example that of employees, owners 
and family, does this is in your opinion have an affect the business; can you 
explain give examples? 

 Do you think it’s possible to separate family members’ roles within the busi-
ness from their roles within the family for example the role of a mother or fa-
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ther at the same time being the boss of the business? Can you give examples?  

 How do you feel about keeping a part of the family business in the future or 
will you hand over completely, how hard or easy do you think it would be to 
give control to somebody else? 

 Can you describe how you deal with individuals is it the same for everybody 
within the organization? Or different for different people? Can you give ex-
amples? 

 Do you think that it is something that can be taught (short term) (Emotional 
ownership) or is it something that you have to have grown up with? 
Why/why not 

 Would you say that you consider your own emotions when making 
managerial decisions within the business? Can you give examples if so? 

 What usually happens in stressful situations can you give examples of what 
you do in situations of stress 

 Is there anything specific related to family business you wish to share because 
you feel it is relevant? 

 Do you worry about how the next generation will be able to handle the pres-
sure of living up to the role of CEO of the business, what are your thoughts? 

 How do you separate work and family regarding what issues? 

 Do you think culture affects family businesses? 

 Do you have clear tasks for everybody to do with in their roles within your 
family business 

 Can you give an example if it has happened where there has been some form 
of problem and different family members have pulled together to fix it ? Can 
you give an example and describe how you felt then? 

 Do you think that others within the family business have a sentimental at-
tachment to the family business can you give examples describe how you 
think others feel towards the business in your opinion? 

 Do you feel as your role within the family business requires you to do certain 
things, act in a specific way, present a certain image, join certain clubs or even 
possess certain goods such as clothes, cars, property can you give examples 
and describe please ? 

 Have you ever had a situation where a family member felt like they belonged 
somewhere else if so how did you deal with this describe please? 

 Have you had a situation where the family and business interests were differ-
ent if so what did you then can you describe what happened and how you felt 
or how you thought others felt during this process? 

 Do you ever feel pressurized to stay in the family firm? Have you ever con-
sidered exiting? Can you please describe and give examples if you have felt 
this way how you felt then and if it had an effect on the business? 

 Some family businesses have a person who takes the role of a peacemaker is 
this something that is relevant to you can you give examples if so? 
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 Are your expectations of family members greater than non-family can you de-
scribe please or give examples? 

 How do you deal with conflicts? How do you handle a conflict where some-
one is “tapping” into your area? How do you handle a conflict if it is about a 
relationship? 

 Do you have clear roles for the next generation? Can you elaborate a bit? 

 How much control do you give to other family member’s in running of the 
business? Can you give examples? 

 Do you think family business makes families weaker or stronger? 

 Have you ever been in a situation or have knowledge of a situation where it is 
unclear who the leadership is coming from within the family business? Can 
you give examples? 

 Do you have clear tasks for everybody to do with in their roles within your 
family business 

 What do you think about new people marrying into the family; how can this 
affect the family business? Can you give examples please? 

 If you feel committed to the family business can you explain why or if not 
why you are involved? 

 If you feel committed to the family business can you explain why or if not 
why you are involved? 

 Can you give examples where emotions have affected the relationships within 
family businesses 

 Can you give an example of where emotions have affected roles within the 
family business 

 How do you identify with family businesses can you please describe your 
thoughts and feelings? 

 Do you believe non family members should be treated equally to family 
members in terms of ownership can you describe give examples please? 

 When forming roles taking on new tasks within the family firm is this some-
thing which is discussed or dictated can you give examples where possible 
please? 

 Can you give examples of how you mix family roles within the business and 
outside of the business can you give examples? 

 When forming roles taking on new tasks within the family firm is this some-
thing which is discussed or dictated can you give examples where possible 
please? 

 Can you give examples of how you mix family roles within the business and 
outside of the business can you give examples? 

 Can you give examples of how you mix family roles within the business and 
outside of the business can you give examples? How do the dynamics of your 
family business affect the relationship within your family? What makes this 
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relationship stronger and what weakens it? 

 Can you give examples of how you mix family roles within the business and 
outside of the business can you give examples? Are you involved in succes-
sion planning? If so how do you go about it? If any of your children would 
choose not to be active within the family business how would this make you 
feel? 

 How would you feel if you were asked treated in a way which you felt was 
outside of your perceived role within the business can you describe give ex-
amples where possible please 

 Can you give examples where emotions have helped a family business? 

 Can you give an example of a situation where emotions have been disruptive 
to a family business? 

 Do you think that a person’s role within the business defines them can you 
give examples please? 

 Can you give an example of a situation of positive emotion and how it affect-
ed the business as well as negative emotion? Are emotions within the busi-
ness something you are aware of and plan around or does it just happen natu-
rally and you adapt around it? Can you give examples? 

 Does anybody have difficulty letting go? Can you describe? 

 


